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$1,000 to $100 annually for scholarships of the National Division of the Methodist

ADVANCE SPECIAL

Bo ard of Missions to assist members of ethnic and language minority groups
IF YOU like people and desire to help in a program of developing leadership and understanding in the church and th e community for United States' ethnic and language minority groups then you might give to the college scholarship program of
the National Division of the Methodist Board of Missions.
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THE RANGE of scholarship costs is :
Hawaii
American Indian
Puerto Rico
Rio Grande Conference
Cuban Refugee
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$300-$ 600
100- 800
400- 800
200- 800
800- 1,000

CAREFULLY SELECTED college students upon completion of their education bring
leadership to persons in their communities through their life and ideals of gospel
training in lay and church leadership positions. They are interested in people.
ARE YOU? You or your church can say yes as you contribute to the project of the
month. Send your gift designated "PROJECT OF THE MONTH" to:
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The Treasurer, Methodist Board of Missions
475 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y. 10027
The Advance Special Project Of The Month selects urgent needs from Methodism's
worldwide ministries. For further information about Advance Special Projects, write
to :

Advance Department, Methodist Board of Missions
475 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y. 10027
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THJr§ MONTH
January not only marks the start of the
new year but it is also the month in which
the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity helps
renew the churches' will to st1ive for that
goal. Our issue this month spotlights a number of items related to that theme. By a fortunate coincidence, they also tie in with the
mission study on ecumenicity which many
Methodist churches are having this month.
Dr. Richey Hogg reminds us again what
the impetus is behind the desire for Christian unity. By the use of illustrations around
the world and in the United States, Dr.
Hogg points up the missionary character of
the ecumenical movement.
Dr. Hogg's insistence on the importance
of local ecumenicity is demonstrated by two
articles about widely different places. Miss
Cooley writes about Spencer County, Indiana; Miss Klijn about Holland. The projects
they describe are very different, yet each is
suited to its locality.
The continuing drive for renewal within
the Roman Catholic Church remains one of
the phenomena of the present day. Two
world-wide meetings that took place in
Rome last October cast new light on the
current state of that renewal. Miss McConnell and Mr. Moore bring eyewitness accounts of these meetings. You will find Miss
McConnell's description of the fe1ment
among Catholic laymen of particular interest.
Meanwhile, back home in the U.S.A., a
number of things were happening. In Detroit, a number of churchmen gathered to
look at the relationship of church and society. The result was a lively (some would
say chaotic) conference. llfr. Brewster was
there and he gives his impressions.
October was the month in which Methodist churches were asked to evaluate television
programs in their communities. Miss Lee
went to one such session.
Residences for girls away from home has
been one of the traditional forms of service
and mission of the church. How are these
homes doing today? Miss Watson gives us
a look at three of them.
Finally, 1968 has been declared by the
United Nations as the International Year
for Human Rights. Our story has many of
the activities planned for the observance.
The highlight will be an International Conference on Human Rights in Teheran, Iran.
Our cover is from that Middle Eastern city.
\V'e also think the cover has a rather festive,
New Year's appearance.

PHOTO CREDITS
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THE RENEWAL TIFFIN SEEKS
A loud "Amen" to the Rev. Tiffin's article,
"The Renewal \Ve Seek" [November). This has
been the cry of the layman for years. By the
time the average layman has attended nil the
scheduled meetings there is no time left for the
true mission of the church. 'Vhcn so many meetings arc on the calendar that a pastor cannot
serve in n capacity that only he can serve, it's
time we re-wrote the calendar.
"Amen" to bringing integrity back into church
membership. Instead of reporting how many
new members we have, let's report how man}
new souls we, as the church, helped to find
Christ. The church is becoming a master to be
served instead of a servant of the Master.
Mns. ]ACK E. MoonE
Council Bluffs, Iowa
Mr. Tiffin rightly suggests that congregational
needs should determine the program which a
church adopts. In practice this is what the local
church has clone all along.
His suggestions concerning membership
standards have real merit. Church membership,
like marriage, is technically easy to enter and
hard to leave. It should be the opposite!
lvlaybc the Tiffin article will prod the General Conference delegates to enact improved
standards for membership in the church. This
would do much toward closing our "credibility
gap."
(REv.) KENNETH M. JoHNSON
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

cnce, and national boards. I am in agreement
with the writer regarding minimum standards
for church membership. Ilut to abolish our
present commissions, '\loman's Society of Christian Service, and Methodist l\lcn would in my
estimation result in a "do nothing" church. Some
pastors might still be able to organize and inspire their congregations to action, but it would
makes the pastors' task more difficult and for
some impossible.
Mns. Vmc1 BENEDICT
Battle Creek, Michigan
Thank you for the article by William Tiffin.
I've been thinking n lot lately about my pastoral
report to the congregation at our annual church
conference. I intend to incorporate much of this
article (with credit of course) in my report because he has verbalized what I have been thinking of and working for three years. I especially
like the suggestion about membership standards.
(REV.) NonMAN A. SADIN
Alexander, New York
I wish to say how fine I think WonLD OuTLOOK is right now. I would not miss a copy for
anything.
The recent article on "The Renewal 'Ve
Seek" was great. This indeed is the renewal we
seek, and I pray for it.
(REv.) WooowAnD ADAMS
'\linchester, Tennessee
The article by William Tiffin is most timely
and should produce much earnest heart-searching. Goel grant that it may come to pass.
(REV.) H. E. IlAKEn
l\forfrcesboro, Tennessee
0

I agree with much that Mr. Tiffin said in the
first half of his article. We are programmed so
heavily that it is almost impossible to hope for
renewal until something <lrastic is <lone. But I
hn vc been fortunate enough to he in a church
which is getting a taste of renewal in spite of the
labyrinth of organized programming. Therefore
I nm hopeful.
In my church, for example there has been a
"lay witness mission" which has touched off a
spark of something we didn't know was here
before. And for four nn<l a half years we have
had a small group of laity meeting weekly to discuss our faith more deeply and to pray for
specific people nn<l situations. We now have a
fellowship one could describe as Koinonia.
My feeling is that, ns ideal ns it might he for
the renewal to begin with the General Conference, it will not begin there. Renewal has already begun with the laymen.
Mns. J. EDWIN CAnTEn
Hickory, North Carolina
Please accept my hearty congratulations! "The
Renewal vVc Seek" expresses convictions which
have disturbed conscientious lvlcthoclist laymen
for a long time. Now we know that nt least one
pastor has been disturbed, too.
Mns. HAnOLD H. SCHAAF
Lake Wales, Florida
found the November issue of '\lonLD OUTLOOK very interesting, informative, nncl challenging. 'Ve do appreciate this magazine which
truly brings us n world outlook.
With much that Mr. Tiffin says I am in
agreement. However, I <lo not believe we can
encourage lay participation by abolishing a
structured program. lvlost local congregations
with which I have been i<lentille<l and worked
simply <lo not have the ability or wish to plan
and carry out the program of world mission
without some guidelines from district, confer-

4

It is very gratifying and encouraging to know
that a man such as William Tiffin has said the
things many of us have felt, but have not said
in such a courageous way to the church and
world. His reflections on the ovcr-<lrcssccl condition of the average Methodist Body, which
has caused us not to be able to sec ourselves
as we really arc, should provide the renewal of
debate that will lead again to the naked truth
of what the church in mission is to be in today's
world.
(REv.) J.P. FLOYD, Jn.
Oakland Park, Florida

Surely !\Ir. Tiffin hits the nail on the head in
paragraph after paragraph.
The General Conference, the Bishop, the
District Superintendent, the Pastor, and others
arc going to have to stop and begin to listen to
those of us in the hinterland of Methodism who
arc really away out in left field most of the time
-alone and unheard.
l\lns. RALl'll MoonE
Poteau, Oklahoma
The description of the current situation within the local church, as expressed by William
Tiffin, seems to us to be very accurate.
However, the proposals put forth in the article
arc not directed to the heart of the problem nncl
arc unrelated to the real issues.
The church, national and local, needs to reconsider what it is trying to do, what is its
mission, and it has to recognize that people will
only support the church and its programs if they
arc involved in the church and its programs.
Conference organizational requirements may
inclcccl be a hindrance, but, we suggest, the answer is to increase the flexibility of the struch1rc,
not tear it clown. Increase the options nvnilnblc
for organization in the local church, offer new
alternatives, do not totally abandon the present
system.

Prayerful consideration of the m1ss10n of the
church by each local congregation is the first
need. The next step, based on this first effort,
would be to modify the existing organization in
order to achieve a more relevant framework
for action.
Mn. AND Mns. CALVEl\T ,V, AvonAIN
Chicago, Illinois
As a l\lcthodist layman, I am in complete
agreement with Rev. Tiffin.
To accomplish what Rev. Tiffin suggests will
require a replacing of the goals of authoritarian
clenominationalism with a concern and the providing of resources in the materials and leadership for helping local congregations to discover
their needs and functions and to develop creative programs for accomplishing them.
Thanks to Rev. Tiffin for the much nce<lccl
voice he gives to this problem.
J. RonEnT KNIGHT
Executive Director, Association of
Secretaries
YMCAs of North America
It seems to me that Mr. Tiffin's question, "For
what docs the local congregation exist?" will
lead us to pertinent conclusion.
Do we not exist nt the behest of Jesus Christ
to preach and teach the "good news" of the
Gospels, and to uphold the "brotherhood of man
under the fatherhood of Goel"? Do we not exist
to bring to all around us the knowledge that
cultivation of the body and mind are · not
enough, that cultivation of the soul is necessary
to prepare us for the future life which Christ
has promised us? Let us worry about the renewal of ourselves.
!\Ins. W. B. SrENCEn
Hamden, Conn.

Rev. Tiffin's article came as a breath of fresh
air in The 1\1 etho<list Church of today. It is the
most encouraging thought I have encountered
for many years. He may not have been the
first to speak out but he was the first who was
able to he heard.
Mns. JonN L. CROFTS
Nokomis, Florida
I will be grateful for any number of 'VoilLD
OuTLOOKs you may be able to supply for the
seven dollars enclosed. I would like copies to be
given out to Methodists in my community that
they may read Dr. Tiffin's article. It is the most
factual nn<l sincere article I have seen on what
is happening to our beloved denomination.
Mns. FnANK L. BALL
Arlington, Virginia
0

For the first time someone has placed in a
printed article the very one simple remedy that
I and many laymen of my acquaintance have
been crying for, lo these many years. A coming
back to simple congregational religion unhampered and unspoiled by the church hierarchy.
This same hierarchy has caused the machinery
of the Methodist system to become so cumbersome that it can do little but pull itself. There
is nothing to draw the local church upward.
Mn. AND l\1ns. CnAnLES l\lcCALL
Osage City, Kansas
NOTE: The aho\'e lcllers Jm,·e hcen edited
nnd shortened so that we 111ight print ns ninny
opinions ns possible ..
0

0

RELIGIONS OF ASIA
The flcligions of Asia picture essay in October "'onLD OUTLOOK is a tantalizing peck at a
subject of great importance. flecognizing the
limitations of s1incc, I suggest that casual readWOHLD
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crs may get the false impression of broad revival
among the traditional religions. In Taiwan repeated surveys in the universities showed that
no more than two percent of entering freshmen
adhered to traditional faiths, 20-25% were Christi~ns',, and the remainder had "no religious
faith.
Your cover, identified as Buddhist monks in
a Peking temple, would also give the false impression that this exemplifies the present status
of Buddhism in the People's Republic of China.
In fact, by all reports we have, all religions have
been suppressed since August 1966 in a campaign directed against the "four olds" (old
habits, customs, culh1re, ideas).
\'VORLD OUTLOOK is contemporary, lively, and
relevant. It's a good magazine and I always appreciate it.
( REv. ) DoN l\IAcINNIS
Director, China Program
National Council of Churches
RACIAL JUSTICE NOW
I wish that the powerful article "Racial
Justice: Now or Never?" by Peggy Billings
[October] could be required reading for every
Methodist. So few people seem to understand
what is happening in this area, or be concerned
about it. They see only the surface manifestations, the present turmoil.
My statement in an adult Sunday school class
that three hundred years of discrimination and
sometimes persecution might be expected to
produce some dishirbances , was met with jeers
of unbelief. Negroes had had as good a chance
as anybody.
IVA CONNER
Sand Springs, Oklahoma
0

0

0

0

\Vhcn a church publication can print an article in which the writer supports her ideas with
quotations from people like Dubois and James
Fanner, then I have no more money to invest
in the magazine or its program. \Vhen the writer
thinks that Congressmen will have to answer to
Almighty God for not using money taken from
people all over the U.S. to kill the rats in
certain areas where greedy landlords, with the
help of their tenants, should do it themselves,
then she isn't writing for me.
Mns. E . E. TRENT
Kilmarnock, Virginia
METHODISTS AND CATHOLICS
IN MONTERO
Bishop Sante Barbieri of The Methodist
Church, and Bishop Charles Brown of the
Roman Catholic Church spoke to more than
three thousand people gathered in the Plaza of
Montero for the Noclw de Salud proposing the
Rehabilitation Center for Malnourished Children. The Center is a joint project of the two
churches, each financing half the cost of construction, mttintenance, and operation.
The thirty "auxiliary" nurses who completed
a nine-month course in public health and related
nursing services in April, 1967, have been assigned to duties in the Rehabilitation Center,
also in the hospital, and in rural health and
medical centers.
DR. ]AMES W. ALLEY (MM)
Casilla 786, Santa Cruz, Bolivia
THE MIGHT OF THE WIDOW'S MITE
We brought our White Gifts for others to a
Christmas carol service in the church.
The money offering was sent to the llaby
Fold. Other gifts were for needy persons in this
city.
As the gifts were being brought in I noticed
one woman especially. She is a widow, with six
children. She canes chair3 for a living, and I
JANUAHY 1968

know that she makes very little. She said: ''"We
have received much, we should give, too."
CAROLYNE. SCHAEFER (MM)
Holman Institute, Agra, U. P., India
WOMEN DELEGATES IN SARAWAK
The auditorium of the Methodist School in
Sibu was filled with women delegates to the
\Vomen's Conference. The delegates were from
all the churches in the six districts of the
Chinese Conference in Sarawak.
Looking forward to the next few months
when the church in this area hopes to become
autonomous, the women had as their theme:
"Women in the Autonomous Church." Each
morning speakers presented the various aspects
of the proposed church in terms of business
sessions, reports, Bible study, and other phases.
They explained how vital arc the concerned
women to the success of the church.
EDNA MAE AND ED SmELDS (MM)
Box llS, Sarikci, Sarawak, Malaysia
CAMP SIERRA LINDA IN MEXICO
WINS HEARTS
The increased use of the rustic mountain
camp, Sierra Linda, was a source of gratification
for us and for others. Camping is still a rather
new and strange idea to most people here.
The children in the club program, the ladies
of the women's clubs, with their families, and
the poor children of the Colonia Hidalgo, all
had day-long experiences in the beautiful
wooded camp setting. The Young Adult Group
of Trinidad Methodist Church successfully
carried out its first Spiritual Life Retreat one
week-end in July.
And the club children generated their own
excitement by capturing two tarantulas and a
black widow spider.
BILL AND MARIANNE 1-IUTCllINSON (MM)
Apartado 446, Monterrey, N. L. Mexico
"THE DILEMMA" IN LIBERIA
In January I helped in organizing a National
Methodist Youth Fellowship. It is our hope that
in another year I can be released from my teaching responsibilities at the College of West Africa
in order to devote my full attention to youth
work throughout the Liberian Annual Conference.
It is unrealistic to speak about the renewal
of the church without considering the importance of youth to the development of Africa.
It was a satisfying experience to work with a
small group of young people this year in a
Drama Workshop. On the last day of a MYF
Leadership Training Conference we presented
a short play called "The Dilemma." As the title
suggests, it deals with the situation of newly
educated African young people who arc caught
up in a conflict between the old tribal societies
and the emerging culture of a modern Africa.
TOM TUCKER (MM)
College of West Africa, Box 1010
Monrovia, Liberia·
FOOD SHORTAGES IN INDIA
No one can escape from the problem of food
shortages in India these days. There are three
ways in which we at Lodhipur Institute can improve the food situation: Raise more food on
our own land; help nea,by neighbors to raise
more; and improve food preservation in our
refrigeration training program.
There is no comparison between the Institute's crops and most of the crops of surrounding villages. The Institute farm has started a
modest extension program, which includes
rental of its tractor, farm implements and portable water pump. \Ve also provide information of
rat control, new seeds and fertilizers.
It is fairly well documented that at the peak

of the season as much as fifty per cent of some
fmit and vegetable crops never reach the consumers' tables. The most unique contribution
Lodhipur Institute can make is in the field of
food preservation, in our work of technical education in refrigeration.
RonERT W. NAvE, Director (MM)
Lodhipur Institute
Shahjahanpur, U. P., India
"PILLOW-SPEAKERS" IN GANTA HOSPITAL
A recent addition to our Canta Hospital is a
communication system with loud-speakers
strategically located throughout the hospital,
and with a pillow-speaker on each bed.
\11/e can broadcast to our patients news, music ,
and gospel messages in the various tribal languages from EL WA , a radio station of the
Sudan Interior :vi ission. \Ve can also use our
own tapes. \Ve feel that all this is a great asset
to our healing ministry.
l\1Ax AND SHmLEY HicK1'!AN (MM)
Canta Mission Hospital
c/o College of West Africa, Box 1010
Monrovia, Liberia
HOME AND HEARTH IN ALGERIA
A nation's strength is in the lives of its children. In Algeria many boys and girls were left
homeless or impoverished by years of civil war,
while many more children are finding it impossible to go to school.
The Methodist Mission has always maintained
Homes for children at several stations. It was
asked to reopen this work at Fort National
when the country won its independence. Such
homes arc called foyers in Algeria. The word
actually means hearlli, but it has been extended
to include any place which offers hospitality and
protection.
DAN AND PHYLLIS SPEAKMAN (MM)
Mission Mcthodistc
II Maten ( Sctif), Algeria
PROJECT BRAVO IN EL PASO
We have opened our buildings for a federal
anti-poverty program, known as Bravo. In this
project of study and recreation, more than 300
children and young people are involved. We
are glad that we can serve our area of the city
in this way.
ALFnEDO NANEZ, President
Lydia Patterson Institute, El Paso, Texas
"TENT-MAKING MISSIONARIES"
In recent months we have had many Indians
and Americans come to Udgir to share in some
degree in Christian mission. Individuals and
groups have come to dig wells, to explore for
water for irrigation, to reclaim unproductive
land, to provide M. C. 0. R. or Church World
Service with wheat for needy people who contribute voluntary work for road construction and
other projects.
No persons have been more untiring in thdr
efforts than Dr. and Mrs. Burleigh Matthew.
who have made their third pilgrimage from
America to help in the Village Medical Ser\'icc.
Dr. Matthew, an ophthalmologist, used every
day of his six-week visit, even to the moment of
his departure, to treat people with eye diseases.
During the past six years the Matthews have
sent to India 71 tons of medicines, instruments
and appliances. They represent a new kind of
missionary-that St. Paul might have called
"tent-making missionaries." This special pattern is made possible by the help of hundreds
of people in America.
PAUL AND MABEL \\IAGNEH
Udgir, Namlcd Dist. Osmnnabnd
!llaharashtra, Intlia
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Sandmel's book is a V<1luablc contribution
to the growing Jewish-Christian dialogue.
C.E.B.

r&
~-

WE JEWS AND YOU CHRISTIANS, by
Samuel Sandmcl. New York, 1967: J.
B. Lippincott, 146 pages, S3.95.
There arc those who say that the ecumenical movement doesn't have anything to do
with Jews, and there are others who say that
what there was of the so-called Jewish-Christian dialogue was virtually killed by the
Christian reaction to the six-day June war.
Nonetheless, there arc a few stalwart souls
-and Samuel Sandmcl is one-who believe
that Christians can learn a lot of things from
Tews, and vice versa, and that we ought
quickly to get down to brass tacks and start
talking.
Samuel Sandmcl is professor of Bible and
Hellenistic Literature at highly respected
Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, Ohio.
He has tried before to interpret Judaism to
Christians (in We Jews and Jesus), and he
has also tried to interpret St. Paul to Jews
(in The Genius of Paul). Jews, as Sandmel
points out again in lVe Jews and You Christians, feel that Paul had no understanding of
the Law, or Torah.
Instead of trying to compare Hanukah
and Christmas, or Yorn Kippur and Easter,
Professor Sandmcl compares the attitudes,
life-styles, and presuppositions of Christians
and Jews.
It is in the dimension of the religious differences that the book provides the most
interesting observations. "In your tradition
the church is the key institution and the
home subsidiary; for us the home is the key
institution and the synagogue subsidiary."
Jews find unfathomable those Christian debates about the nature of God, Divine
Election, and the nature of Jesus. Christians
don't understand Jewish debates on tiny
details of practice. For Judaism, writes
Sandmel, Orthodoxy represents the full
range of practice (not belief), Refo1m represents less of that range, and Consen•ative
somewhere in the middle.
As to the Messiah, "What you have meant
by the Messiah is quite different from what
we have meant." \\7riting candidly, Sandmcl
says: "\Vhcn in the past you persecuted us
in his (Jesus) name, we could scarcely be
expected to honor and cherish that name."
Divergent altitudes are also discussed on
such themes as the pleasures of this world,
hell, "modernism," celibacy, etc. In most of
these the key word is "em phasis."
Sandmel discusses recent declarations by
Protestants and Catholics on the Jews, and
hits on the sensitive issue of proselyting. The
missionary motif, he says, "is a dominant
theme in your tradition, but only a recessive
one in ours." He urges us to carry on this
purpose in a way which "neither does violence to our dignity nor implies that you
have abandoned this motif which you hold
central." He deplores the unfortunate contrasts of the past which made the God of
Judaism a harsh ruler and the God of
Christianity a loving father. Happily, these
contrasts arc no longer endorsed by the
better Christian scholars.
0
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THE NEW EVE, by Kathleen Neill Nyberg, Nashville, 1967: Abingdon
Press: 176 pages, S3.75.
This book, sub-titled "A Feminine Look
at Christian Style," refers to the attitude by
which a Christian woman reacts to modern
life. With wisdom and wit, the author has
some worthwhile remarks to make about
membership in groups, about marriage,
motherhood, being a housewife, and even
the ingredients of beauty-this in a chapter
entitled "Camouflage."
"Vulgarity, licentiousness, envy, and
narcissism make a mockery of the most physically perfect facade . . . love, integrity,
graciousness, and kindness enhance physical
beauty and outlive it. ... "
", . . The Christian style of motherhood
... sees all children as children of the King.
Each child is equally loved by God."
"Good manners and graciousness are
much to be desired, but they are not to be
equated with Christian action in a needy
and troubled world." " 'Feed my sheep' is a
command to nourish, to build up, to meet the
deepest needs of others."
E.W.
THE CHARACTER OF CHRIST, by
Harold A. Bosley. Nashville, 1967:
Abingdon Press, 14·3 pages, S3.00.
Dr. Bosley, radio preacher and senior
minister of Christ Church, New York City,
is the author of a popular volume, The
Mind of Christ, which applies the thought
and teachings of the Master to the problems
of the present day.
This new volume, The Character of
Christ, is a companion to the fo1mer-"a
fresh approach to some of the moral and
ethical qualities of Christ which have dishirbed and comforted men for nearly two
thousand years."
Each Christian, affirms Dr. Bosley, "must
come to terms with Jesus Christ and say
what he finds in him." This despite all differences among theologians in their views of
God and of the New Testament narratives.
Dr. Bosley continues: "\Ve find him to be
a Rim and decisive companion, one who
seeks certain goals and demands a genuine
moral discipline of his disciples. He made it
perfectly clear that it is not enough for men
to praise him; he seeks loyal and obedient
followers. . .. Only men of action can become centers of action in this world. In a
time of moral confusion only those who
aspire to and try to achieve moral direction
and discipline can hope to lead in the search
for a creative kind of moral stablity."
Seven chapters consider the qualities that
marked the character of Christ. These arc
qualities that (rightly understood) He lived
and taught-seven qualities that men must
live and teach if the problems of this day
and age are to be solved for the well-being
of mankind. These arc meekness, honesty,
purity, mercy, peace, firmness, and triumph.
Each quality or characteristic is freshly
translated into modern terms by the author.

For example, there has been both within
and outside the church much confusion and
misunderstanding concerning "the meek."
Arc they blessed? Do they inherit the earth?
In his connection he gives consideration
to the lives and services of such persons as
Moses, Paul, Albert Schweitzer, Martin
Niemoeller, and Jane Addams, "Their lives,
being lost in God, live forevermore in and
through him, and continue to lead men to
respect and obey him.
W.W.R.
A VARIED HARVEST, by Frank E.
Gachclein. Grand Rapids, 1967: Wm.
E. Ecr<lmans; 198 pages, $4..95.
Dr. Gaebelein is co-editor of the magazine, Christianity Today, following 41 years
as teacher and headmaster of Stony Brook
School, on Long Island, where lie gained a
nationwide reputation as educator, lecturer,
author, and leader in Christian thought.
A Varied Harvest is a group of 30 essays
culled from half a century of writing and
speaking. They might well be titled, "The
Best of Frank Gaebelein." Some of the topics
which here come from his thought and pen
-both clear and incisive-are essays on the
education of youth, public affairs and social
concern, the church's task and message, culture and taste; with disse1iations on mountain climbing, the minister and his work,
the Christian use of leisure, civil rights and
Christian concern.
In the matter of civil rights-which will
be with us for years to come-Dr. Gaebelein
says (among other things) : "Christians may
differ about the civil rights bill. Yet the path
of Christian responsibility is plain. It leads:
inevitably to a position worked out before
God. And that position should be known.
Evangelicals, and indeed the Church as a
whole, have lagged in racial relations. Especially has segregation within the churches
been a stumbling block. Had the Church
really practiced the love and brotherhood it
prcache~: the present crisis might have been
averted.
W.W.R.
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GOD l\IEETS US WHERE WE ARE, hy
Harold \Vilcy Freer. Nashville, 1967:
Abingdon Press; 207 pages, S4·.

en
sh1

Brother Lawrence-the simple and devout farm lad (born Nicholas Heiman in
1611 in Lorraine, then a French province)
who became a cook in a monastery-is today
an "unofficial saint and guide" in many spiritual retreats, conferences, prayer and study
groups-indeed, any place where Christians
gather to learn how to pray. The Practice of
the Presence of God-based on conversations with Brother Lawrence but written by
others, plus some sixteen letters that come
down to us from his hand-has become one
of the great masterpieces of Christian devotional thought.
Dr. Freer has taken The Practice of tlie
Presence of God, passages from the Bible,
plus his own insights into Brother Lawrence's
methods of "bringing God into the monastery kitchen and into his own life," and given
us this devotional manual-guide, God !\feet s
Us Where We Are.
W.W.R.
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Which Way to Renewal?
It may seem odd to open an issue
devoted to Christian unity with a discussion of the affairs of one denomination. That such a discussion is not a
contradiction in terms is due to two
facts. One, it has become increasingly
clear that ecurnenicity without renewal may actually be a hindrance to
Christian unity by simply reinforcing
the status quo. Two, it has become
apparent that the need for renewal in
The Methodist Church is so overwhelming as to demand a certain priority.
Anyone who doubts that last statement has only to observe the response
to any serious call for such renewal.
Two recent cases may serve as examples: we published an article by the
Rev. William D. Tiffin on the subject
(The Renewal '~'e Seek, November,
1967) and Dr. Albert C. Outler addressed the recent Methodist Conference on Christian Education in Dallas.
These are but the latest illustrations
of a general mood of frustration which
pervades all churches in this country
but seems particularly acute within
Methodism. It is the feeling that the
church is a machine, not a community,
and that the machine is nmning us
not we the machine. Too much organization, too much program, too much
direction from the top-these are the
familiar complaints that are repeated
over and over again.
That the discontent is widespread
enough to receive official attention is
shown by the proposals for the local
church approved by the commissioners developing the plan for the United
l\fothodist Church. These include permissive rather than mandatory commissions, a new council on ministries
and changes in the quarterly confer~
ence and official board.
Such changes may help alleviate the
discontent but they are hardly radical
enough to be sufficient. The question
before us is whether any set of structural changes can bring renewal.
Dr. Outler proposes decentralization, including changes in the appointive power of the episcopacy and
regional boards of the church. Mr.
Tiffin proposes program detennination by the needs of the local congregation and tighter membership reJANUAHY 1968

quirements. Bishop Gerald Kennedy
has simply proposed abolishing all
church meetings.
We think that all of these suggestions should be vigorously debated
and discussed. There can be no taboo
subjects in this area.
As part of that debate, we would
suggest a cautionary note. Obviously,
the health of the local congregation
is paramount. Without the concept of
the congregation as the loving community, renewal is not going to get
very far. Neither will it get very far
by romanticizing the local church.
Physical proximity is no guarantee
that a group of people will not be just
as prone to follow the path of overorganizing and overprogramming as
any group of bureaucrats in New
York or Nashville.
If anyone thinks that congregationalism guarantees renewal, we suggest
that he talk to some of his more realistic Baptist, Disciple or United
Church friends and get their reactions.
To say this is not to defend the
status quo. Those who insist that the
connection al system is somehow sacred
and the appointive power of the episcopacy the essence of Methodism (to
the intense astonishment of British
Methodists) are responsible for much
of our dilemma.
The fact is simply that no system
is going to get us out of our present
plight. For our part, we think our two
chief sins are a legalism that substitutes letter for spirit (if we had to
pick a slogan, it would be, "Bum the
Discipline") and a misunderstanding
of the nature of the church which
leads us to think it should be modeled
after a business corporation rather
than a family or a community of love.
To clear up those mistakes will require the most intense self-scrutiny
and mutual dialogue. It will certainly
involve a moratorium on such makework as "quadrennial programs." It
would indeed restore bishops to their
proper role as chief pastors rather than
harried pushers of programs and
church boards to their proper role as
administrators. It would free the local
church to work out its own destiny.
At the same time, hopefully, it
would not encourage the growth of
sentimental regionalism at the expense of larger concerns. Let us never
forget how the word "parochial"
emerged. Real renewal can never per-

mit a withdrawal into private piety or
local fellowshipping which seeks to
ignore the world outside. Finally, such
a renewal would take seriously the
problem of corporate witness. Renewal must confront, not evade the
questions of size and influence.
Does this sound like mere rhetoric
which claims too much? Perhaps, but
we must take renewal that seriously
if we are not simply to exchange one
set of organizational mistakes for a
different set.

Cause for Concern
The recommendation of the Coordinating Council that Concern magazine be suspended by February, 1968,
embodies one of those difficult situations where two sets of values come
into conflict.
The legal history of Concern has
always been a troubled one. When
The Methodist Story was established
as a general program magazine, all
the general boards of The Methodist
Church were required to cease publishing program magazines. (There
were exceptions, such as The Methodist Woman.)
Later, the Board of Christian Social
Concerns brought Concern to life.
After much maneuvering, the 1964
General Conference voted that Concern was a program journal and therefore illegal and should be suspended
when its "essential message" was adequately covered in general church periodicals. It was this judgment that
the Coordinating Council has now
carried out.
The legal situation is thus clear
enough and one can even spot a strategic series of mistakes made by the
Board of Christian Social Concerns
during the struggle.
But this is not enough to say. Concern was a good magazine and what it
did is not being done in the same way
by anyone else. Furthermore, we think
it needs to be done.
Where there's a will there's a way
is one of our favorite truisms. If The
tvlethodist Church wants public issues
explored in depth as Concern did,
surely it can find a way out of the
legal impasse. If it does not, then
there is a good deal more at stake
than a legal situation. vVe hope some
way is found to carry on the work of
Co11cem.
7
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Ecnmenicity has become the catchword of the day.
Will its current vogue cause us to overlook the very
purpose of Christian unity? Dr. Hogg, professor of
World Christianity at Southern Methodist University,
examines that basic purpose in this article, adapted
from one of his Fondren Lectures.

BY W. RICHEY HOGG
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Unity apart from mission is sterile and
mission without unity is partial.
That God both gives and wills unity,
all Christians agree. How that unity is to
be given visible form in and among the
churches is a matter of debate. Yet making visibly manifest the unity we have, is
an urgent imperative now. To affirm that
this does not necessarily mean or require
church union is not to deny the importance of church union efforts but to point
to another area in which unity may be
explored and affirmed now-locally!
The biblical evidence for this given
and willed unity is unmistakable. From
the Genesis account of mankind's unity
in creation to the final chapter of Revelation with its tree of life, the leaves of
which are "for the healing of the nations," the Bible testifies to this unity. In
it those whom Christ joins to the Father
as a covenanted people provide a sign of
God's kingdom. In Ephesians Paul declares that God endows the church with
its many and varied gifts that the body
may be built up into that unity of truth
in love so that it can fulfill its task.
The Fourth Evangelist puts this clearly in John 17. This chapter has become a
classic for those concerned with mission
and unity, not because it stands alonequite the contrary-but because it authentically re-presents the meaning of
the whole biblical theme of God's reconciling action for the world through Jesus
Christ and through his church.
·
"I do not pray for these only, but also
for those who are to believe in me
through their word, that they may all be
one; even as thou, Father, art in me, and
I in thee, that they also may be in us,
so that the world may believe that thou
hast sent me."
Within that passage several familiar
considerations are worth recalling.
( 1) What we regard as "instruction"
on unity and mission is set in prayer, the
High Priestly Prayer. Jesus Christ "knew,
so the Evangelist indicates, that these
were his last hours before the betrayal
and crucifixion. For what does one pray
in his last intercession? Our Lord prayed
for the unity of his disciples and for the
unity of those who would believe· because of their word.
( 2) There is urgency and emphasis in
this petition for unity. Three times Christ
repeats "that they may be one as we arc
one."
( 3) Unity's purpose is mission. Jesus
prays for the unity of all who are to follow after so that in seeing their oneness,
the world may believe that God sent his
son.
( 4) The key for understanding this
unity is the relationship of the Father
to the Son. Here were two wills in perfect accord. They were not identical, but

.
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were bound together in love and in the
Spirit.
( 5) Visibility is essential. The unity in
love was there, hut if it had not been
made visible in the life of Jesus Christ
men would neither have seen it nor
known it. Visible unity validates mission's claim.
( 6) Unity is not the goal. The unity
of God's people provides the necessary
pre-condition for effective mission to the
world. Unity validates mission because it
demonstrates God's reconciling power
and his purpose for mankind.
Unity exists for mission, and the two
are inseparably conjoined. Recent history conlhms this affi1mation . In Asia.
for example, Christians in most areas
constitute a tiny proportion of the population. They have grasped the imperative
need for church union as the means to
make visible their unity in Christ.
It is no accident that church unions
have occurred most frequently in those
areas-notably Asia and Africa-where
the well-nigh overwhelming task of mission has made unmistakable the need for
visible Christian unity. Recall the united
churches in Asia and Africa, among them
the Kyodan ( The United Church of
Christ in Japan), the United Church of
Christ in the Philippines, The Chureh of
Christ in Thailand, the Church of Christ
in China (now much larger and with its
only real existence outside China) , The
Church of South India, and the soon to he
consummated Church of North India.
One observes the same process in Africain Ghana, Nigeria, Zambia, and the remarkable development in East Africa
where two decades of revival, sweeping
across denominational and national
boundaries, have led Lutherans, Anglicans, Presbyterians, Methodists, 1foravians, and others to seek union.
Mission's relation to unity has been rediscovered in our own country, too.
\\Then the church engages the world at
its points of greatest need, the imperative
for united witness becomes a necessitv.
The eleven-year old Detroit Industri~I
Mission , and at least eight others like it
elsewhere in the country, have shown
this. Increasingly, the mission to the city
calls for united action.
The Una Sancta
1Hssion produces the church universal
which, in tum, finds its embodiment in
local congregations everywhere.
The fruit of mission is the worldwide
church-a reality made explicit in William Temple's oft-repeated enthronement statement about the Ecumenical
Movement as "the great new fact of our
era." Equally true, the church universal,
the Una Sancta-literally, "The One,
Holy," that convenient designation
JANUAl\Y 1968

"Then as now, the local congregation embodies ancl is
the Una Sancla in its own place. It thus pi-ovicles the real
testing ground for unity in mission." Above, people who
live in the area of the Fourteenth St. Methodist Church,
Detroit, Michigan.

old food laws, and regarded circumcision
as necessary-at least for Christians of
Jewish background. In the churches
founded by Paul, it was quite otherwise.
These congregations lived in the Spirit
and emphasized the gifts of the Spirit.
In them one found a freedom from all
that seemed to bind the Christians in
Jerusalem, yet they held the church in
Jerusalem in high regard. They apparently had a diversity of order. In the "Johannine" churches other differences appear.
Because the whole congregation stood
in the Spirit, there were neither superiors
nor inferiors in the church. Special ministries had no place and "office" seemed to
have no importance or to appear only
among God's enemies.
Schweizer, like those scholars who had
earlier explored this field, concludes that
in the New Testament period churches
existed side by side while maintaining
quite different views on certain essentials
of faith and order. Yet these differences
contributed uniquely to the needs and
fullness of the emerging church. Consider Paul. He regarded Jerusalem's theology as dangerous for the church at
large. Yet to the end he maintained fellowship with that congregation-a fact
symbolized by his collections for and personal delivery of funds to the church in
Jerusalem.
Only when these early churches believed they no longer needed help from
the others and were content to preserve
their own particular emphasis in doctrine
or polity did separation emerge. Yet \vith
all their diversity, so long as these
churches maintained their sense of responsibility for and need to learn from
one another, they knew they were one
body. In that sense, the unity maintained
by love in diversity within the New Testament congregations points to the current ecumenical hope. Then as now, the
local congregation embodies and is the
Una Sancta in its own place. It thus
provides the real testing ground for unity
in mission.

drawn from the Nicene Creed for the
totality of the church in its corporate
forms-becomes visible and concrete in
local congregations throughout the
world. Through the Una Sancta and in
the Holy Spirit, this or that congregation
is related to every other Christian congregation on earth and, as the Orthodox
and others would remind us, also to the
Church Triumphant in all ages.
Around the world the Una Sancta is
visible only in its separated parts-an
obvious contradiction. Yet its members
hear in different tones and accents the
one 'Nord of God and receive those
sacraments held in common. Although
fragmented and lacking a common structure, it is a powerful reality. In an assembly such as that of the WCC at New
Delhi, much of its richness and glory become vividly evident in microcosm.
Sometimes political tyrants or dictators
seem more keenly aware of its real power
than do Christians. Hitler knew why he
had to try to isolate and cut off the
church in Germany from the church in
the rest of the world. Mao Tse-tung has
attempted the same.
In the universal church, the Una
Sancta exists, but with visible and gross
imperfections. It is one because it has
one Lord. It is holy because the Holy
Spirit dwells in it. But it is also composed
of men who are sinners and who divide
and corrupt it. Its true life, therefore,
involves constant repentance and renewal. One can live in it and for it only
by living in one of the divided churches
and working for renewal and unity.
To our generation God has entrusted
what no other has ever seen-a church
truly universal and with a growing sense
of community. Yet it is also broken and
fragmented. This is the given in our particular moment of history-the context
in which we render our obedience. \;v'e
see the church in its glory and its brokenness.
Could the ecumenical march be our
exodus from the bondage of division
into a new unity? If so, we will move
forward into new forms, not backward
into old ones.
In the New Testament period the direct participation of the congregations in
the life of the whole church was normative, treasured, understood, and readily
seen. Yet maintaining the bond of unity
was no easy task, for these churches
showed great diversity in theological
doctrine and polity, a fact made clear in
Edward Schweizer's 1961 study, Church
Order in the New Testament. Arguments
and tensions were inevitable, and the
New Testament writers were quite
candid about them. The congregation in
Jerusalem, shaped by its Jewish background, visited the Temple, observed the

"All in Each Place"
\Vhen local congregations live in
shared mission and unity, they give visibility to the true nature of the church.
A conviction closely akin to this, namely, the need to appropriate for today
something of the New Testament pattern
of unity, has emerged during the past
twenty years within the non-Roman wing
of the Ecumenical Movement. It has
gained momentumn since the 19Gl New
Delhi "Unity" statement with its emphasis upon "all in each place," and has
Bowered in three distinct vVCC patterns.
Faith and Order has pursued the meaning of "all in each place" as a means to
strengthen visible unity. The Department
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of Evangelism launched worldwide
studies on "The tvlissionary Structure of
the Congregation." The Department of
World Mission has promoted Joint Action for Mission (JAM), the current
watchword among the major mission
boards.
The origin of this threefold thrust can
be traced to the International Missionary
Council's first post-war meeting at \Vhitby, England, in 1947. Then in 1952 came
the notable and continuing interpenetration of two streams within the Ecumenical Movement, Faith and Order and mission. Faith and Order's 1952 Lund
Conference modestly, in the form of a
question, but pointedly urged churches
and local congregations to:
"act together in all matters except
those in which deep differences of conviction compel them to act separately.
... Obedience to God demands also
that the churches seek unity in their
mission to the world. . . . [To the
mass of mankind] we have the obligation to preach the one Gospel, and
to manifest the oneness of the Church."
The World Council's Third Assembly
at New Delhi in 19Gl extended this development. After reminding the churches
in its "Message" that "our brethren in
Christ are given to us, not chosen by
us,'' it urged the churches to:
"find out the things which in each
place we can do together now and.
faithfully do them, praying and working always for that fuller unity which
Christ wills for his church."
Basically JAM is the determination by
Christians in a given area to study together the best approach to their mission
and then to proceed to meet that need
as the one people of God in that place.
Thus, whether it involves denominations,
boards, or congregations, JAM demands
a radical rethinking of the witness traditionally given and now needed. It requires willingness to abandon irrelevant
forms and openness to new ventures with
no denominational gain.
JAM emerged initially as a plan for
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. \Ve
could trace how it has fared, for example,
in the tiny nation of Nepal, in Durgapur,
India's new industrial complex, in
Churchill, Australia, or elsewhere. Yet
the amazing fact is that it has had its
most fruitful response-a spontaneous
one-in our own land. Chicago's North
Side Cooperative Ministry, begun in
19G3 and involving 2G congregations of
seven denominations, has become the
prototype for several similar developments in the Chicago area. Eleven congregations have formed the \Vest St.
Louis Ecumenical Parish. Another pattern is emerging in University City,
Minneapolis.
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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One of the most noteworthy exampll's
of JAl'vI on a county-wide level is that
being pursued through the Council of
Churches in \Vilmington, Delaware. It
merits examination.
A city of 95,000 people, Wilmington
lies between Philadelphia and Baltimore
in that great concentrated strip of urban
population stretching from Richmond to
Boston. New Castle County, which surrounds \Vilmington, has a population of
some 300,000 and is numerically larger
than Delaware's other two counties combined. Because of the state's favorable
laws, more American corporations make
their legal headquarters in \Vilmington
than in any other city of the nation, and
there, too, DuPont maintains its central
operation. Surrounding the city are suburbs with many plush, large estates and
private schools. V11ilmington is attractive, but it also has its inner-city core
with the usual sociological configuration.
In that core six years ago a few small
churches struggled to maintain themselves. Several had worthwhile but limited ministries to the community. Yet
by and large the churches of Greater
\Vilmington were doing nothing and
seemingly could do nothing in the innercity.
In 1961 Donald C. Wilson, a Presbyterian minister then president of the
Council of Churches, took a hard look
at that almost impregnable inner-city,
its needs, and the divided, strnggling
chmches. He saw one possibility. The
churches of Greater \Vilmington had to
be helped to see the mission in their
midst and to meet it in the one way that
would carry meaning in the inner-city
-unitedly!
\Vilson enlisted support from the top
leaders of four denominations in the
area-Episcopal, United Lutheran, rviethodist, and Presbyterian. After a year of
weekly meetings for study and analysis,
they agreed on three points. First, \Vilmington's churches were not effectively
present in the inner-city. Second, without a united approach and the involvement of the laity, the situation was hopeless. Third, the Council of Churches
could best guide the development of
a county-wide metropolitan ministry.
Then they acted.
The wheels began to tum, and across
the county laymen and clergy studied
Gibson \\linter's The S11bttrba11 Captivity of the Churclies. Then, late in 1962
and from 55 congregations, they came
together for an intensive two-clay seminar. That gathering generated the determination to move ahead together. The
Council of Churches agreed to provide
a steering committee, including lay
churchmen and experts on the city, to
guide a united mission for metropolitan
JANUARY 1968

"Despite all the disunity, God's Spirit is 11owerfully at
work on every continent and among every people to
bring forth the unity of his church." The Ecumenical
Patriarch during prayers in the chapel of the World
Council of Churches at Geneva.

11

\Vilmington . Thus, fom years ago, was
Wilmington's United :tvlinistry born-a
prime example of Joint Action for Mission.
The first step was to pmtition the
inner-city area into what are now four
"larger parishes." Then occurred a double yoking. First, the existing congregations within the parishes explored their
needs and then combined their strength
in a transdenominational sharing of ministries. Second, suburban congregations
which had agreed to yoke themselves
with a larger parish contributed from
their resources in fulfilling the common
mission. The council of each larger parish includes representatives from resident
and suburban churches.
The second step, obviously a continuing one, was to determine the priority
of needs and then get on with what
had to be done. In the process three
approaches have evolved, and in each
case these have the support of the parish
council and of the Council of Churches:
first, to have one or several congregations tackle a particular problem; second,
to enlist a denominational program on
behalf of all; and third, to develop a
parish-wide approach.
Understandably, some congregations
in the larger parishes and some in the
suburbs chose not to be part of this
united mission. Thus it does not yet involve "all in each place," but it has taken
a long step in that direction.
·what are the measurable accomplishments after four years of this united
mission?
First, the interdenominational, interracial parish councils themselves represent a creative achievement, although
their efforts have met with varied success. All in all, they have made an impact on the city and on the congregations.
Second, the eight-week summer program of Christian education and cultural
enrichment for the children of the innercity has grown and had a revised curriculum each year. In the summer of
1966 1,400 children from all four parishes studied the theme, "The People of
God Grow in Families." The nearly
$40,000 budget, at a cost of less than
$29 per child, provided for 100 college
lege students who worked as counsellors
with small groups of eight children.
Third, in three parishes a continuing
program for the children builds upon
the summer's work and involves fifty
lay volunteers once a week under professional supervision.
Fourth, all the parishes now maintain
places for study and for individual tutoring for youth enrolled in school.
Fifth, one parish instituted a Day Care
Center for preschool children whose par12

ents both work.
Sixth, three parishes now have "Meals
on \Vheels." Lay church women once
a day pick up meals prepared at the
hospital and deliver them to shut-ins
and those unable to care for themselves.
Here is diakonia in its original sense.
Seventh, for four years study groups
and conferences have been convened
regularly. How else can one stay current
with the constantly changing scene even
in one's midst?
Eighth, the parish councils are extending invitations to Catholic churches to
attend their meetings, and during the
past year Roman Catholic experts have
met with the Council of Churches as
observer-consultants on this inner-city
mission. Earlier, at the invitation of the
Council, Roman Catholics joined neighborhood associations in establishing a
credit union for the inner-city area.
Ninth, as the result of a Methodist
e:>..'Periment in a young adult ministry,
a coffee house was begun in an area
where business school students gather.
One congregation now maintains it as
part of the united mission.
Finally, each parish has had all-parish
worship services at special times, and
the congregations have studied and
worked to provide meaningful worship.
But what have been the larger results?
\Vithin the brief quadrennium several
important developments have occurred.
The parishes have come alive with a
burst of ideas based on the understanding that the whole church in the area
shares in a common mission. Some projects begun denominationally are now
continued unitedly. Some congregations
in the Greater \Vilmington area have begun to see what "all in each place" can
mean and should mean.
After three years of working together,
in November, 1965, Lutheran, Episcopal,
Presbyterian and Methodist denominational executives and the Council's Department of Metropolitan Ministry endorsed "A Covenant." This agreement to
plan and labor together in the fullest
degree, includes a commitment to unite
in all endeavors requiring concerted effort and to eliminate all "unnecessary
duplication and unhealthy competition."
"In coming thus far, we have had
more conflict and violent disagreement
than one would have believed possible."
In those words Melvin Jewitt and Robert
Reber, Council Secretaries, point to the
differences that have emerged repeatedly
about the nature of the church and of
its involvement in society. Yet despite
the continuing vigor of the conflict, all
the congregations have determined and
covenanted to stay together.
Here is an example of how congregations in one city are re-discovering the

nature of the church. The process has
brought renewal, fruitful debate, recognition of unity's purpose for mission, and
a new sense of the relation of congregations to the Una Sancta.
\Vhen we look at the church around
the world, despite all the disunity to
which we can point, we see that in many
and varied ways God's Spirit is powerfully at work on every continent and
among every people to bring forth the
unity of his church. Is this not one of
the signs of the times whose meaning we
are intended to discern? I believe that
it is. The purpose of unity is mission. The
fulfillment of mission is unity. The purpose of God's outreach-God's mission
is to bring all mankind into that community with him for which creation itself
was ordained.

"The unity
of God's people
provides
the necessary
pre-condition for
e:ffective mission
to the world.
Unity
validates mission
because it demonstrates
God's reconciling
power and
his purpose
for mankind."
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Christians in the Netherlands have
gained a reputation for their ecumenical spirit and for their openness to experin1entation with new
forms. One of the most notecl
Dutch groups is the Sjaloom
(Shalom) group of Catholics and
Protestants. l\'Iiss Klijn, of the
Methodist Jf/ oman staff, is a native
of Holland.

TRUDI KLIJN

GOD'S PBOPLB
UNDBB WAY
IN HOLLAND

JANUAI\Y HJGS

"One Dutchman, a churchman; two
Dutchmen, a denomination; three Dutchmen, a schism," the jesting saying goes.
Yes, in ecclesiastical circles the Dutch
are known as a naturally theologizing
people. In the past this passion was conducive to much theological hairsplitting
and created innumerable small (Calvinistic) churches. But of late the Dutch
have become known for a most creative
spirit of renewal, turning their knack
for theology to matters of unity and ecumenism.
No church body in the Netherlands is
rocked more by the forces of change and
criticism than the Roman Catholic
Church. From a monolithic structure
which kept its people securely within
its scholastic tradition and was "more
Roman than Rome," this church has
within a few years become a gathering
of people who freely question traditional
doctrines and embark on unheard-of
courses of thought and action. In many
cases this happens in conjunction with
Protestants.
Catholic gusto
Not always has Catholicism in the
Netherlands had a free reign. Historically, the dominant faith of the country
was Calvinism, which reinforced political
life and social structures. Catholicism was
shortchanged in such matters as education and governmental participation. But
it enjoyed a degree of religious tolerance
which compared favorably with that of
many European countries. Holland, on
the crossroads of European civilization,
was a haven for the prosecuted by Europe's religious despots and lent an accepting climate also to its own large
Roman Catholic population. Thus, when
Catholics began to explore the implications of their faith beyond the path of
tradition, there was a ready-made opportunity for cooperation with Protestants.
The event which set off the process
of change was \Vorld \Var II. Common
experiences during the oppression and
in the underground movement challenged the essentials of one's faith. At the
end of the war a group of prominent
Catholic laymen found that it could no
longer draw any meaning out of the
traditional philosophy of abstract and
eternal essences and adopted an existentialist approach to matters of faith and
the world.
During the '50s this group grew more
articulate and was joined by several
priests. Via radio programs and newspaper articles its representatives tackled
the questions of birth control, authority
in the church, intermarriage. The response was tremendous and dialogue,
both within the Catholic Church and

with laymen of other religious convictions, got under way. The period that followed was one of frank examination of
various doctrinal questions and moral
issues. "The transition from respect for
tradition to a candid search for renewal
went so fast that no theology could be
developed as a guideline," observes
Eduard Schillebeeckx, professor of dogmatic theology at the Catholic University
of Nijmegen. This condition had a profound influence on the present state of
creativity in the Dutch Catholic Church.
In 1962 a group of Protestant and
Roman Catholic theologians jointly
launched a so-called "ecumenical curriculum," a series of instruction and discussion materials about such issues as
the nature of the church, the meaning
of the Reformation, intercommunion and
ecumenism in its many practical aspects.
It was an immediate success. The materials are being studied by laymen all
over the country.
The curriculum does not stop with
a description of the doctrinal differences
of the two religious traditions, but concentrates on the world which both have
in common: the life of the city, dialogue
between Christians and communists, intermarriage, world community. In this
fashion, people are challenged to translate their beliefs into categories which
have to do with their own world.
This is indeed one of the characteristics
of present-day Catholic thinking in the
Netherlands: it starts with the human
reality first and then moves to its theological and ecclesiastical implications, not
the other way around as has been customary for so long. It is this orientation
and the fact that Holland's Catholics
do not in malcontent turn their back to
the church, which accounts for the upsurge of its church renewal. This process
gained a tremendous impact from Vatican Council IL
One reason for the free exercise of
these ideas is that the Dutch bishops are
in favor of the new spirit. The beloved
late bishop Bekkers of 'sHertogenbosch
preferred to talk of the church as "God's
people under way." He said, "It is the
hierarchy's function to teach in the
church. . . . But it teaches only that
which lives in the community. That
which lives ... hence it is not a question
of theory, but of practice."
One example of the interdependent
relationship of bishops, priests and laity
is seen in the constitution of the Dutch
Pastoral Council, which will assess the
national meaning of the actions taken at
Vatican II. Its plenary session, which
started convening in November, is made
up of bishops, laymen and priests, with
the bishops forming one group within
(and not above) the plenary body. This
13

body makes and also takes the decisions,
while the bishops have retained the
power to confirm or not to confirm them
(but they must give their reasoning for
their action!). The council has further
appointed several Protestants and Catholic women to its advisory committees.
The Dutch conceived of this structure
because they chose to adhere to Vatican
Il's notion of the church as the whole
people of God. The new council structure introduces strong democratic elements into the Catholic tradition, and
it may lay the ground for a new church
order in the future Catholic Church.
Among those questions to be dealt
with by the Pastoral Council are birth
control and celibacy. Both have been
openly discussed for some time in Dutch
Catholic circles. Typical is that the starting-point of such discussion is the significance of these issues for the individual
human being and not their validity as
abstract moral laws.
Thus, the new "Dutch Catechism," a
bestseller in Holland last year and recently published in this country, states
in regard to birth control: "The effort
to attain the greatest possible fruitfulness in love, free from all egoism, will
lead in one married couple to quite a
different f01m of family planning from
that in another. People must remain free
in the matter. . . . The last word lies
with conscience, not with a doctor or
a confessor.''
Further, a commission which has been
studying the psychological and theological implications of celibacy is ell.1Jectecl
to recommend to the Pastoral Council
that priests be allowed to marry. It is
also expected that the council will approve this. The decision will then be
taken to Rome.
The issue of a married priesthood is
only one factor in the development of
new church structures, as Dutch Catholics see it. Last year the bishops issued
new rules by which seminarians would
be allowed to study for a secular vocation while functioning as "part-time"
priests.
Innumerable discussion groups have
arisen in many towns and villages all
over the country, in which laity and
clergy, Protestant and Catholic participate. Likewise, church services are increasingly of an experimental nature and
conferences are a popular occasion for
the discussion and execution of new ideas
for renewal.
Sjaloom-ecumenical token
While a majority of progressive Christians is taken up in the charismatic spirit
of church renewal there is a group of
dedicated renewers to whom this is not
enough. They profess to be mainly inter14
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The Agape meal is very much like an
ordinary meal ...
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ested in matters of the world and have
a theological conviction which spurs
them on. The group is looked on as a
most advanced ecumenical project, is
made up of Catholic and Protestant
clergy and laymen and is called "Sjaloom"
(English, "Shalom").
Through discussions and other personal contacts the group's members discovered that what made them truly
ecumenical was their common concern
for the well-being of the world. Aside
from doctrinal and traditional differences they found a new unity in the
Hebrew concept of "shalom," meaning
peace, harmony, reconciliation of Goel
with man and man with his fellow man.
The group believes that in Jesus Christ
God has given man the promise that this

shalom shall be established on earth. It
makes it its task to participate in the
establishment of shalom out of the anticipation of its fulfillment.
The result of this common concern
is an ecumenicity which is not very spectacular, but profound. For here are people who do not capitalize on the realization of formal unity of their churches,
but who, through their goal of living
for the world, experience their unity as
already established. "The God of the one
Christian church and no more than that,
is dead," says Piet Reckman, the dynamic
leader of the group. "For Isaiah already
points out that God is concerned about
the whole inhabited world. And so a
new evangelical orientation is growing,
which cuts right through church orders
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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and church walls, in a pro-existent attention for our common world."
The Sjaloom group attempts to keep
its structure loose and flexible-there is
a core group of about 30 people, a wider
circle of about 500 participants, and an
even larger circle of about 5,000 subscribers to the Sjaloom monthly journal.
The planning of the group's action is
done by the core group, made up of
two full time workers and additional
volunteers.
The group aims at being "the church
inside out." It emphasizes in its action
the servant nature of the church rather
than cult and ritual, "being the church
in the world" rather than the institution.
There are certain Sjaloom-teclmiques
which make this clear.
There is the technique of anticipation:
doing today what is only possible tomonow. This has inevitable political implications and Sjaloom is ready to face
them. During last year's general election
Sjaloom participants criticized Holland's
refusal to comply with the United Nations' request that the rich nations contribute one percent of their national income to the developing countries. They
acted by personally sending such a percentage to the government. Several thousand guilders arrived at its offices. Additional civil servants had to be hired to
keep the accounts and the government
had lo apply its imagination to the spending of the money. The gesture caught on,
for almost all political parties included
the one percent requirement in their
platforms.
Another technique is that of metanoia:
turning things around, adjusting one's
perspective by viewing things from the
other way around. Thus the Sjaloom
group makes the Negro problem the
white problem and the question of the
underdeveloped countries that of the
plenty of the rich nations. Through publicity in its monthly magazine, study
courses and conferences, Sjaloom focuses
on matters of world trade and socioeconomic structures. Via such direct action techniques and appeals to the mind

... except (above) for tlie common breaking of bread and tlie drinking of wine .
(Rigl1t) Piet Reckman, executive secretary of tlie Sjaloom group, leads an Agape
meal.
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Sjaloom turns the saying "to improve the
world-begin with yourself," into a more
creative one : "to improve yourself-begin with the world.''
The Sjaloom group may appear not
much more than a social action group.
It is content to be just that. But its
Christian motivation adds one vital element to the group's life and work. These
are the ecumenical agape feasts. About
30 members of Sjaloom and paiticipants
from the wider circle gather weekly in
the Sjaloom center for an informal celebration of their Christian commitment.
They sing modern hymns, someone reads
from the Bible and newspaper, they join
in a confession of faith and have a meal.
During the course of the meal the bread
is broken and the wine poured. The
people share in it while a passage from
the Bible is read which illuminates their
unity, such as Corinthians 10: "The
bread which we break, is it not a participation in the body of Christ: because
there is one bread, we who are many
are one body, for we all partake of the
one bread." The celebration is understood as nourishment for the Shalom task.
There has been much publicity about
these agape feasts. An article in the 1966
Christmas-issue of the French magazine
Paris M atc11 labelled the celebrations
eucharistic. This caused an immediate
reaction in Belgian, Dutch and Italian
newspapers. The Vatican issued a sharp
denunciation of such liturgical "excesses."
The bishops of Holland meant to help
matters by giving out a statement that
the feasts were not really intended to
be eucharistic in the sense in which the
Church understands the word. But
Sjaloom confused the whole debate by
declaring that it certainly does see the
agape feasts as eucharistic in the sense
that the participants devote themselves
to an active share in the ministry of Jesus ..
Thus Sjaloom disseminates creative unrest in its own peculiar national situation. 'W hat is at issue here is the credibility of the church in today's society.
Sjaloom is straddling the fence between
the visible, institutional church and the
latent church, caught up in the structures
of society.
In a more specific way, the issue at
stake in Holland's Roman Catholic
Church is that of pluriformity within the
Church : the possibility of different expressions of being the church within the
institution. Behind all the experimentation there is the fervent hope that Rome
will recognize such a new nature of the
church.
In these respects the attempts of Christians in Holland to be honest with themselves and the world are not just an
interesting national phenomenon, but the
business of the whole church.
16
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Both 1corsliip and disc11ssion of cllrrent events take place dltring the meal.
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s;aloom participants discuss events of the week.
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(Left), Pope Paul VI gives his
blessing during opening Mass
at the Synod of Bishops. The
Pope spoke at the two opening
sessions, attended several sessions, is ultimately responsible
for accepting or rejecting the
Synod's
recommendations.
(Right), Members of the
Synod of Bishops attend the
opening ceremonies in St.
Peter's Basilica in Rome.
Working sessions were held al
a hall in the Vatican.
18
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Bishops and LaymenCONFRONTATION IN ROME
By Arthur J. Moore, Jr.
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There was much speculation about the
role of the Synod of Bishops of the
Homan Catholic Church before its first
meeting in Home in October. Established during the Second Vatican Council, the group had been hailed as symbolizing the ongoing principle of collegiality within the church. Those more
skeptical had pointed out that the Synod
had been established by papal authority,
that a number of its members were
named by the Pope, that its agenda and
secretariat were determined by the Pope,
and that he alone would decide what, if
anything, would be done about whatever
conclusions it reached.
Now the Synod has come and gone.
Interestingly enough, the debate remains about the same. Optimists see
cause for hope; pessimists for despair.
The Synod itself remains enigmatic.
Part of the reason for this lies in the
semi-opaque veil of secrecy in which
the Synod sought to shield itself from
the outside world and most particularly
from the press. To those who thought
this battle had been won at the Second
Vatican Council, it was disheartening
to find that press arrangements had receded to those of the early days of the
Council rather than advancing from
those in effect at its close. After being
escorted through the "Hall of Broken
Heads" where the Synod meetings were
to be held (so called from its former
function as a store room for damaged
statuary) , the press corps was not only
excluded from the sessions (which was
only to be e>..1Jected) but denied access
to members of the Synod. The only
press representative allowed at the meetings until the half-way mark was Msgr.
Fausto Vallainc, the Vatican press officer. Since Msgr. Vallainc speaks no
English, this arrangement did not seem
entirely adequate to the English-speaking press corps. After repeated pleas
and protests, Father Edward Heston,
the admirable American briefing officer
of the Council, was allowed to accompany Msgr. Vallainc to the sessions.
To compound matters, the official communiques and the briefing officers were
officially forbidden to identify speakers
by name so that the opinions duly reported issued from some anonymous collegial factory.
The end result, of course, was that
reporters were forced to go to a great
deal of unnecessary trouble to do their
jobs. Thanks to the help of a service,
run by John Horgan of the Irish Times,
they were able to do so fairly effectively.
Each afternoon, following the official
briefing, a large number of the press repaired to the dank and alarmingly overcrowded basement of a book store near
St. Peter's Square to have the day's de20

velopmcnt analyzed by a panel of theologians and/ or priests and to breathlessly await (and in that basement, that
is an almost literal statement) the arrival of Mr. Horgan with his own communique in which the day's speakers
were named.
The results were predictable. Very
little was actually concealed but a great
deal of unnecessary mystiflcation, so beloved of the Italians and so infuriating
to the Anglo-Saxons, took place. An air
of uncertainty was caused which subtly
poisoned the atmosphere without any
real assurance to the more timorous bishops that whatever they wished concealed
would in fact not be found out.
To their credit, a number of Bishops
realized the really serious nature of
operating in secrecy. If there was ever
a time that the legal axiom applied that
justice must not only be done but must
be seen to have been done, the Synod
was surely that time. Prior to the meetings, the Canadian hierarchy had sent
an excellent appeal to the Vatican on the
subject. During the Synod itself, Cardinal Heenan wrote a letter to The Times
of London e>..1Jressing his own objections.
Too many bishops, however, agreed with
Bishop John J. Wright of Pittsburgh
who (at a press conference yet!) treated
the matter as merely one of professional
concern to the journalists and said that
the bishops should be allowed to meet
in private to "clear their thinking.'' (As
James O'Gara very aptly responded in
Commonweal, ". . . if bishops want to
have private conversations on occasion,
they should hire a lodge in the country
somewhere but not call their meeting
a Synod of the universal Church.'')
This lack of sensitivity to the public
interest in the Synod and its debates
arose partially from a desire not to
force a contest of wills in public between
the progressive-collegial forces and the
papal-conservative forces (to use two
very rough and unsatisfactory groupings). The progressives reportedly felt
that they had a majority in the Synod
and that no useful purpose would be
served by insisting on a confrontation.
Optimists about the Synod back up
this assertion by pointing out that what
the Synod actually did was in the spirit
of Vatican II. There were five major
topics on the agenda of the Synod:
canon law, seminaries, dangers to faith,
mixed marriages, and liturgical reform.
Of these five, dangers to faith and mixed
marriages were the most controversial.
In both cases, the conservatives were
rebuffed.
The background paper on dangers to
the faith grew out of the famous questionnaire circulated by Cardinal Ottaviani listing a series of doctrinal errors

he thought prevalent. Not only was this
document rewritten before the Synod
began but even the liberalized version
was rejected by the bishops, who set
up their own commission on the subject.
The report of this commission, adopted
by the Synod, stressed a positive presentation of doctrine rather than a negative condemnation of error and called
for an advisory commission of theologians of different schools, presumably
independent of the (former) Holy Office, who would meet in Rome but
would not reside there. Considering the
very real disquiet of many bishops about
the contemporary theological ferment
and the problem of making credible the
ordinary teaching office of the church,
this solution was a positive and hopeful one.
Similarly, on mixed marriages a conservative attempt at a coup was foiled.
The original background paper on this
subject, prepared by Cardinal Ottaviani,
was deemed so bad by Cardinal Bea
that the Secretariat on Christian Unity,
threatened to issue a dissenting report.
As a result, a mixed commission was
appointed by the pope which drew up a
rigorously neutral document, listing reasons for and against proposed changes.
In presenting this document to the
Synod, Cardinal Marella (presumably
chosen for his neutrality) leaned heavily
to the conservative side and made a very ·
biased introduction. In these circumstances, the decision of the bishops to
waive the formal written promises
(a bout raising children as Catholics)
when convinced of good faith by both
partners and the recommendation that
local bishops rather than Rome have
the power to decide when to permit
marriages to be performed by Protestant ministers rather than Catholic
priests must stand as gains which will
help take the strain out of still difficult
situations.
Similarly, the decisions on canon law,
seminaries and liturgy are all in the
direction of loosening and freedom.
Against these facts, the pessimists
have an equally strong case. V\lith the
exception of mixed marriages, they
would question whether the subjects
on the agenda were those of major concern to the faithful today. To ignore
such topics as birth control and clerical
celibacy in favor of debating canon law
is to their minds an abdication of responsibility. Too, they would insist that
a group which does not even set its own
topics for debate is hardly a group
pointing the way for shared responsibility, let alone a break in the monarchical principle. Finally, they would
point out that the decisions taken are
very cautious ones. Lukas \Tischer, of
WORLD OUTLOOK
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Pope Paul and Ecumenical Patriarch Athenagoras
of the Orthodox Church embrace at the high altar
of St. Peter's Basilica. The history-making visit
was the first since the schism of East and West.
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the World Council of Churches, has
already expressed disappointment over
the mixed marriage decisions, pointing
out that while exemptions from the
norms arc made easier they remain deviations from the norm.
The real caution of the bishops was
shown by the contrast with the nearly
3,000 Catholic laymen who showed up
in Rome during the Synod for the World
Congress on the Lay Apostolate. Original predictions that they were a tame
group of "official laymen" who would
not challenge the status quo were rudely
shattered from the time of their arrival.
Their main preoccupations were selfdctcrmination, democracy in the church,
and a social and ecumenical Christianity.
(There were almost as many nonCatholics on their program as there were
Catholics.) They caused the most stir
with a resolution asking that the decision
on practicing birth control be left to
individual parents but their requests
for an elected body to represent them
in Rome is potentially as subversive. It
is worth noting that their resolution on
mixed marriages, published but not
adopted for lack of time, goes further
than the action of the bishops.
All of this was a bit much for Roman
ways and the pope took the occasion
of a mass for the Lay Congress to warn

them against neglecting guidance from
the hierarchy. The effect of the warning
was largely to cause annoyance among
its hearers. The mood of the laitv seems
to be that they will accept lcadcr;hip but
not mere attempts to force them into
obedience.
It is in this sense that the Srnod
must be accounted a disappoint~ent.
Despite conservative fears, the mood
of the majority of Catholics docs not
seem simply rebellious but a desire for
positive leadership which takes their
desires into account. The Svnod was an
opportunity for such leadership and,
alas, a missed opportunity. Cautious
progress seems more caution than
progress, particularly when hidden behind a screen of secrecy. One can share
the hope that this Synod laid the groundwork for more freedom for the next
Sp1od and still question how much time
remains before the Svnod itself is written off as another ·case of too little
and too late.
As a postscript, something should be
said about the visit of Ecumenical Patriarch Athcnagoras to Rome during the
closing week of the Synod (but in no
official way connected with it). For anyone with a modicum of historical sense,
this was a profoundly moving event
and one to which Rome responded with

all its unparalleled sense of pageantry.
It is worth pointing out that this \'isit
was made possible by the Pope's prior
visit to Istanbul, one of the more statesmanlike and humane acts of the often
puzzling reign of Paul VI.
:\ final word mm· be in order for
~lcthodists. The subjects dealt with at
the Synod arc not exotic subjects which
arc onlv of remote interest to Protestants. If we would translate them into
terminology with which we arc more
familiar, this will be clear. Presenting
the faith, ministerial training, rc\'ising
the Discipline (and what kind of Discipline we ought to have), mixed marriages (and all relations with otlwr
Christians), and worship. TI1at is a list
which has a great deal of interest for
all of us. The Srnod examinccl these
in the Roman Catholic context but they
arc hardly subjects that any church can
lea vc uncxaminccl.
In the same vein, it should be acldcd
that if the Synod was a disappointment
it was because we all have a stake in
the renewal of all churches. There is
a revolution of rising expectation in the
churches toclav. In that revolution, the
Roman Church is ahead of us in manv
ways. If \\'C arc disappointed in thei.r
slow progress, what must \\'C feel about
our own state of affairs?
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The meetings at Rome under the
auspices of the Homan Catholic Church
have all hccn friendly to observers.
From the moment we set foot in the
Vatican Square we were helped. A
priest, whose knowledge of English was
faulty, took charge of my registration
at the World Congress for the Lay
Apostolatc. He did not know much
more about the proceedings than I did

-where to get my card for the papers,
where to get the papers, where lo get
my car phone, where lo get my badge.
But he had powers of organization. He
soon had women and ml'n charged with
seeing to me. All ga\·c the impression
that they were delighted I was there.
"Ah. ~lethodistl It is goocl of you
to come. all the way from .New York.
Fine, fine!"

If this was a wav of reachin!! out
to others outsicle ti1c church it was
heart-wanning. In no time, instead of
being "your" meeting it was "ours,'" or
it cxpressccl "us."
The first session brought the great1·sl issue of the conference directlv before the people. Thal was the JH't';'ssity
of dialogul' hetwc1·n the clergy ancl thl'
people. It does not st·cm <'Xaetly r<'\'olu-
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lionary. But when you think about our
own church and the changes coming
within it and its role of the laymen, it
seems highly significant.
The introductor)' lecture was by Thom
Kerstiens, who said at the beginning:
"In this search for renewal we committed
Christians are co-participants, whilst at
the same time being challenged, and
this is why we are meeting here. \Ve
are here for perception, penetration,
persuasion, and pleasure."
The key word is co-participants. The
audience reaction rose to a roar when
:Mr. Kerstiens said: "In the past many
Christians felt alienated on being faced
with a prefabricated concept of the
church in which their role and function
were all spelled out in the job description made by the clerics. In this, the
function of fund-raiser appeared all too
often; that of thinker, all too seldom.
"Vatican II has realized that it is not
the cleric who must dictate to the layman the way to act. ... The decree of
the Apostolate of the Laity states: 'Led
by the light of the gospel and the
mind of the church, and motivated bv
Christian love, let them [the laymen] a~t
direct/~ ,,ancl definitely in the temporal
sphere.
In the discussion groups, which were
themselves broken down into smaller
groups, a priest or two, and a Sister
sat in. I was startled at how sympathetic the priests usually were to the lay
point of view-not all of them, to be
sure, but some.
In one small group where I sat the
question came up of what spiritual gains
the committed Christian could receive
from the world outside the church, the
scientist, the Marxist, and so on. One
priest said: "I think you have stated
the question wrongly. It is what the
church can give to the scientist, the
Marxist, the atheist."
At once the group said: "No-not at
all." And the other priest, an Irishman,
said: "The scientist can give the committed Christian a new concept of truth
-exact truth. The Christian needs that."
In another group the next week the
question of elementary education came
up. One woman stated positively that
the church gave something in education
in parochial schools that a secular body
could not give.
"What?" a priest challenged. "What
does it give? In my country we have inferior teaching by sisters and priests
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who have the most rudimentary ideas
of education. The children going to
the state schools have infinitely better
educ~.tion than our parochial children
have.
Amazingly, almost the entire group
lined up behind the priest.
It may sound as if the priests were
calling the tune here. I do not believe
so. I believe that they were reflecting
the concerns and the conversations of
their own parishioners. Indeed, as I
talked with them (and they were most
eager to talk) they q uotcd persons from
their own neighborhoods.
This sympathy was not true of all
the clergy. The firm voice of the curia
could be heard, even though the
congress of the Laity was far at the
other end of the Square from where the
prelates were meeting.
The request for dialogue between
laity and clergy came over and over
again-in talking with the bishops, and
in being a part of the regional meetings
called by bishops. In a memorandum
sent to the Synod of Bishops and approved by the heads of the lay delegations a request was made for a "dialogue
which is essential to our participation
in the church's life at every level."
The memorandum asked, among other
requests, that:
a. Representative structures should be
established at the different levels of the
organization of the church . ...
b. Such structures will be the means of
expression for both bishops and laity, and
will foster a common working together.
c. The laity will be elected to those structures."
The Congress of the Lay Apostolate
selected certain members of its body to
meet with the Synod of Bishops. It was
felt that, while many of the bishops
looked with a wary eye at the "enthusiasms" of the laity for "participation
of the entire people of God-clergy and
laity-in the priestly prophetic and kingly office of Christ" the great majority of
the bishops were solidly behind the laity.
At the first communion service held
on the first Sunday of the Congress, and
attended by the Synod and the Congress
of the Lay Apostolate, Pope Paul seemed
quite aware of the force of his laymen
and lay women-and a bit cautious before encouraging that force.
"Beloved sons and daughters," he
started his speech. Until you have actual-

ly experienced it, you cannot imagine the
power exerted over a church by the figure
of a pope. The people were reverent and
attentive. A little sigh of appreciation
swept over them as the Pope quoted the
words of Saint Augustine-applying it to
the laity-"the growing wheat of the
church."
But Inter the Pope said: "Certainly the
People of God, filled with graces and
gifts, marching towards salvation, present a magnificent spectaclc. But does it
follow that the People of God are their
own interpreters of God's 'Vorel and
ministers of His grace? That thc~ · can
evolve religious teachings and directives,
making abstractions of the Faith which
the church professes with authority? Or
that they can boldly turn aside from tradition, and emancipate themselves from
the Magisterim?"
Immediately, there was a stir throughout the Basilica. You could almost fcel
it fan your cheek. It remained until the
final sentences: "For the greatest service
she [the church] can do for you is to
define your exact place and role in that
organism which is intendcd to bring to
the world the good news of salvation . 'In
the Church there is diversity of scrvice
but unity of purpose.' " 0
At the beginning of the service a group
of villagers were led in and seated just
below the box in which the observers sat.
TI1ey were poor--0bviously-they were
refugees, they were devout. As the Pope
was carried past on his papal throne they
crossed themselves, and the women held
out cupped hands in adoration. The village priest was almost beside himself.
"The Papa" he cried. "It is the Papa." The
others were silent with awe.
These people represented a laity of
the past. But as far as the laity who were'
jointly communing with the Synod Bishops, it was the next day that they sent the
afore-quoted memorandum to the Synod
of Bishops-after Pope Paul's declaration
that the church would define the laity's
actual place and role in the church.
This is not a new struggle. It exists in
our own church, and in all Protestant
churches across the country-the place
of the clergy, the place of the laity-their
role together. True, our own Methodist
laymen are not nearly as exulicit on clf'fining their role as are these Catholic laymen. But then we are not caught up in
as active a renewal yet.
0

Decree of the Apostolatc of the Lai ty,
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The necessity for church realignment across outmoded denominational lines can he clearly seen in rural or changing
areas. One such place is Spencer County, Indiana, where the
Ecumenical Center of Renewal and Planning unites eleven
denominations.

Rx foir 1R1111irali Renewal: Unity
By i.Uary Lou Cooley

I

l_
ing that there was no energy or inclination to consider more up-to-date forms of
religious expression. Furthermore, "renewal" is a new process, quite in contrast to the program-centered church
planning to which the congregation and
their leaders are accustomed.
The Ecumenical Center proposed that
the Protestant congregations support
seven adequately paid full-time pastors,
working in a team ministry among the
congregations. This plan seemed reasonable to an "outsider" but not to the persons forced to leave the church to which
they were presently attached.
Between 1959 and 1963, two pastors
and several couples from their United
Church of Christ congregations had
shared in a renewal program sponsored
by Merom Institute (now the "landlord"
of the Ecumenical Center). Out of this
participation, the Spencer County Larger
Parish ( U.C.C.) brought four congregations into a cooperative ministry. Eventually an Evangelical United Brethren
congregation was added to the parish.
Meanwhile, the Roman Catholic seminarians at St. Meinrad Seminary in
Spencer County developed a Cooperative
Action for Community Development
Project which, under the direction of
Father Camillus Ellspermann, was involving itself in ministries to meet the
social and economic needs of the county.
These two streams of renewal merged
into the new Steering Committee in the
fall of 1966. The committee chose to
work in a new direction. In their regular
monthly meetings they sought to find
"the nature and the mission of the Church
in Spencer County."
The breakthrough came when the committee realized that the new commercial
enterprise at Santa Claus offered real
opportunity for ecumenical renewal.
Christmas Lake Village, a division of
Santa Claus Land, Inc., which promised

The ecumenical movement has caught
up with Santa Claus-Indiana, that is.
In Spencer County, Indiana, where
there is more farming than frost, and
where Santa Claus Post Office and Santa
Claus Land attract thousands of tourists
each year, the churches are being forced
to recognize their need for unity.
Despite the tomist boom, all is not
well with the churches in Spencer
County. A 1963 survey by the Indiana
Council of Churches found numerous
small congregations, planned for conditions prevailing more than a hundred
years ago when Lincoln walked the trails
of Spencer County, all doomed to be
small because population has declined.
If all the residents of the county were
church members, there would be about
300 persons for each congregation. But
fewer than one half of the population
belongs to any congregation, and one in
five of these is Roman Catholic. Only
one fourth of the Protestants participate
regularly in worship.
To tackle these and other problems,
the Ecumenical Center of Renewal and
Planning (newly formed in Merom, Indiana) and the Indiana Council of
Churches began in 1964 to work with
the Spencer County Clergy Association.
After a series of mass meetings throughout the county, a Steering Committee
of laymen and clergy representing six
denominations was established.
The Steering Committee found more
problems. Despite denominational commitment to the project, the local pastors
moved so frequently that it was difficult to maintain continuity in the project.
In addition, congregations felt threatened
by words such as "ecumenical" and
"church cooperation." With other local
institutions consolidating or crumbling.
"survival" of the local congregation
seemed most important to them. The
struggle to remain alive was so demand24
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"leisurely living in a restricted area" may
soon be either the vacation-time or fulltime home for 5,000 new residents of
the county. There will also be a convention center, a community center and
an industrial park.
This planned complex will cause major
changes in the socio-economic character
of Spencer County. Already a sizeable
segment of the farm population is commuting to Evansville, Indiana, and
Owensboro, Kentucl-y, for employment
in industry.
Aware of these developments, the
Evansville Diocese of the Roman Catholic Church announced that a new parish
would be established in the Santa Claus
area. Knowing of this, Steering Committee member Ralph Kennedy conferred
with William Koch, manager of Santa
Claus Land, Inc., about the possibilities
of establishing an ecumenical church or
community center in or near Christmas
Lake Village. Koch's interest spurred
Kennedy to propose to the Steering Committee an ecumenical church to be used
by both Protestants and Catholics. Koch
indicated that land would be set aside
for the project.
In the meantime, one of the oldest
church buildings in the area, long unused, is again being readied for tourist
use. TI1e committee was informed that
this building would be available for ecumenical experiment if desired.
But an ecumenical church doesn't happen that easily. The new residents of
Christmas Lake Village are not here yet.
What will their "denominational preference" be? Already there are Methodist
andU.C.C. congregations in the area to
he included within the Roman Catholic
boundaries. A Methodist campground
draws youth and adults from all of the
Evansville District. How would these
resources he used? How can an ecumenical church he planned for the 21st
wonLD OUTLOOK
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Rural renewalists use tlre Bible in small
group discussions.

Relaxed atmosplrere belies essential oigor
of tlre Ecumenical Center. Small groups.
says Director Zimmerman ( tf1e one in
clreeked slrirt at top), is tlrc key .
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century?
Major encomagement for the process
has come from the Ecumenical Center
of Renewal and Planning, an experimental agency established at Merom,
Indiana, in 1963 by eleven denominations. 111e center's purpose, according
to Director Donald Zimmerman, is simply to find ways of making the Christian gospel relevant in non-metropolitan
areas at a time when the imperative of
cooperation is obvious. Its offices are in
"the Old College Building" on Merom
Institute grounds. The building was renovated in 1963 and is something of a
symbol of renewal itself.
The Center's primary "weapon" is creative small groups. Through the interaction in small groups the Center trains
rnral leadership, demonstrates projects
that are ecumenically oriented, and
dramatizes the determination of nonmetropolitan leadership to support ecumenical approaches to the mission of
the church. The Center's activity in
Spencer County is under the heading of
"extension projects" and was labeled
"Project Number One."
"I feel increasingly sure that extension
projects such as Spencer County, Indiana, will yield new data on the Church
in non-metropolitan America," says Director Zimmerman, "and will help to
encourage the renewal and ecumenical
movements in this segment of the
Church."

The b11si11ess of the churches in Santa
Cla11s, Indiana, is to arouse themselves from
their somnolence and get to work.
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The "university" brings together people
from widely diverse backgrounds.

Tlae University ol tlae Streets
ol tlae Beal Great Society

JANUARY 1968
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"The University of the Streets" is a phrase synonymous with "The School
of Hard Knocks." Both mean learning through experience, little of it pleasant. Now the phrase has taken on some practical meaning in New York City
where former teenage gang members have opened a "University of the
Streets" in a store on the Lower East Side.
The University is a branch of "The Real Great Society," a social work
group formed by an ex-convict and an illiterate gang president, whose
original aim was to train a group employing the members' only common
skill-fighting-and offer it to the U.S. Anny to help combat Communism.
From that inauspicious beginning, The Real Great Society has grown
through some $40,000 in grants from the Vincent Astor Foundation to a
position where it occupies five stories and the basement of a building at
130 E. Seventh St. for which it pays $1,350 a month. Plans for the building
include a club for teenagers, an arts and crafts studio, a day-care center
and perhaps a dress or millinery factory. The Society now runs a nightclub,
hacks businesses for former gang members, runs a karate school and instructional programs for dropouts, and mans storefront community centers that
specialize in keeping kids off the streets and out of trouble.
The university is the newest branch of the organization. Through it.
people of highly diverse educational, social and economical backgrounds
are brought together to teach each other. College instructors join with
seventeen-year-old dropouts at the university, which has neither faculty nor
students and thus no separation of the type that exists in normal educational
institutions.

(Almvc:) Karate expert Owen 'Vatson, 011
tire left, conducts a class whicli is open to
anyone for a fcc an cl to ncigl1/Jorl1oocl kidv
for f rec. Kids often 7111t on dcmonstrntion<1
for tlicir 7wrc11ts. (Upper and lotvcr rig/it)
The variety of tire i!IJlCS of students, as well
as the informality of tire classes, arc sliotv11
in tl1e groups. One student lws even 11w11agud to solve tire hal1y sitter JJroblcm.
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( Uppl'r left) .. /Jrnrc "11'" from, of all
thi11g~. a 1c1111tccl pC1slcr. Classrs use' 1cl111t -

1·c1·r 11111tcri11/s arc at /111111! for purposes of
i11structio11. (Left) I11form11/ity is tire ru/l'
of tire day. I/ere a y1111th poi11ts somctlri11g
011/ lo 011e of /II(' sC"crctarics. (Upper riglrt)
Tire 1111it:ersity's "catalogue" is posted 011 t!U'
front of tire Real Great Society /mi/ding.
( Lmccr right), C11rrirnlw11 is dctcrmi11ctl
IJy tlie skills of wlrmtrcr instructors. Tlris
is a class i11 0111· of 1111' minor la11g1111g1·s of
.\'cw York-I/indi.
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Leaders of tlze university are former gang members wlw now make
lecture tours 011 the college circuit to raise money for the Real Great
Society. They also meet with educators and big-city mayors wlw are
desperate for soltttions to the urban crisis.
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October was television evaluation in The Methodist
Church. How did things go? Herewith follows a report on
one church group, complete with a very frank teenager.

TV
OR NOT

TV
BY AMY LEE

JANUARY 1968

It was nearly 8:30.
Everyone had been warned: the program about TV had to start on time.
The chairman, l\1rs. Reginald Preli,
asked, "Any new business?" No reply. A
few heads were turning rather nervously
toward the rear of Henard Hall where
the \Voman's Society of Burnside Methodist Church, East Hartford, Connecticut, was meeting.
Discussion of old business-the roast
beef dinner-continued sporadically.
Mrs. Preli said any women willing to be
waitresses that night would certainly be
welcome. The men had volunteered to
be waiters and the man in charge had
said they'd be there, don't worry, but so
far he hadn't given her one name. Not
that she didn't think the men would
show up, but it might be a good idea for
a few women to be on hand, just in case.
She also called for volunteers to wash
dishes, "even girls 13 or 14." She looked
over at her daughter Laurie who had
slipped in and found a seat in the second
row. Laurie smiled, shrugged, and reported mournfully to the women next
to her, "Yes, I'm stuck to wash dishes."
Someone signaled Mrs. Preli that the
guest speakers had arrived. They were
very VIP. Program managers from two
Hartford television stations.
There was minor milling about as they
came forward to take their places at the
table placed in front of the stage.
Chairs for the audience of about 50
women and a stray man or two were
lined up in rows.
"They should be in more of a circle,"
whispered ivlrs. G. Albin Dahlquist. Wife
of the pastor and chairman of the Section of Christian Social Relations of the
Methodist Board of j'"Iissions, she had
come back from meetings in New York
for this event. But it was 8:35 and too
late to do anything about the chairs. She
motioned those in the back row to come
down front. Two or three acquiesced.
Word went quickly around that the
worship service would be omitted. In
its place, a member read a poem about
reaching out to feed the world's hunger,
ignorance, and yearning for the light.
There were nods and sounds of approval. So appropriate for the evening's
topic: television and what to do about it.
Two members of the \Voman's Society
had joined the television officials as panelists for the program. l\frs. Annabelle
Heintz, moderator, introduced the four
to the audience: ivirs. Doris Sucssman,
a member of the Board of Education:
l\frs. Margaret Bleezard, an elementary
school teacher; Mr. Kendall Smith of
\\/TIC-TV (Channel 3), a CBS affiliate,
and l\Ir. Douglas Leonard of educational
station WE HD-TV (Channel 2-1). She
explained the purpm(' or the meeting:
33

"""c arc not lwrc to pan or to praise tclcYision, but to sec what we can do to
make it better."
Channel 2-t's .llfr. Leonard led off. He
had some ideas about how to make audiences better.
He had been informed, he said, that
October was television valuation month
across The Methodist Church, that viewers were to be watching programs with
special care and sending in cards with
their opinions to local stations.
He was puzzled that with such excellent guidelines for viewing and making judgments [Your G11ide to Action ,
put out by TRAFCO and the Commission on Promotion and Cultivation]evcn post cards included-the response
had b een so listless.
"\Ve received only two cards.
"But maybe everyone has been waiting till after the cmd of the month to
write in." It was a nice try.
He was emphatic: station managers do
read mail and do pay attention to it;
mail from pressure groups is easily
spotted, but pressure groups exert influence, nevertheless.
"I suggest you organize a pressure
group to speak for you. I don't know how
you can do it, but you need it."
He said Channel 24's community programming had to have community support.
"You want better television? It's up
to you."
:Mrs. Suessman spoke next. She
couldn't say enough in praise of educational television, but she thought there
should be an extra "e" in it-for entertaining. "Educational and entertaining
television."
Laurie groaned anew. She wasn't buying that. She whispered that one time
in school they all had to sit on the floor
in the gym and watch educational programs. She was not entertained.
"I don't watch television much, anyway," she said. Her mother, now sitting
beside her, nodded. "That's right, she
doesn't. She's too busy with homework
and other things."
Like a creative commercial flashed the
image of Laurie opening books while
millions of her peers were staring at
television every moment they could buy,
bargain, borrow, or steal from stubborn
parents.
It was Channel 3's Mr. Smith's turn.
He admitted to feeling less than enthusiastic about taking part in the panel until
he read the G11ide.
"\Vhen I saw that it said 'think' I
changed my mind."
He said he was a family man (his
ratings instantly jumped 58.7), "though
that doesn't really matter to anyone hut
my family," and added he was just as

TV
OR NOT

TV

concerned as any other parent about
what his children were watching on TV.
"I have an awful time getting my kids
up Monday through Friday, hut not
Saturday," he said. "If we'd let them,
they'd be in front of the TV on Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 1 p .m."
He said parents must control their children's TV watching and expressed horror
at the use of television sets as babysitters.
Mr. Smith came out strongly also for
the well-tempered adult viewer. His
theory: don't watch TV all the time;
read, play bridge, go to a movie or the
theater. He urged his listeners to check
program guides each day. "I hear people
say of some good program, 'Oh, I
missed that.' Of course it might have
been the night they were out playing
bridge.''
He agreed with Mr. Leonard that station people really do read mail and pay
attention to it. He said much of it was
negative, however, and that if people
took the trouble to write about programs
they feel are good, they might help cut
the drop-out rate. [One of the "Guide's"
instructions : "Be positive."]
During her presentation :tvlrs. Bleezard came up with her own TV poll of
second and third graders. Top ten programs of the second graders were Lassie,
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The Wild Wild West, Did: Van Dyl.:e.
Batman, Daktari, Lucy Show, Mr. Terrific, Lost in Space, The Flying N11n ,
Combat. Third graders named as their
top ten My Tliree Sons, DaT::tari, Mr.
Goober, Dick Van Dyke, I Dream of
Jeannie, Hogan's Heroes, Tarzan, l\lr.
Roberts, Lassie, Gentle Ben.
A poll of the audience produced still
different choices : In No. 1 spot, Family
Affair. No. 2, Lawrence 'Velk..
Panelists joined members of the audience who split up into four groups to
discuss and fill out questionnaires taken
from a report by Roper Research Associates ("Emerging Profiles of Television
and Other Mass Media: Public Attitudes,
1959-1967").
One question asked for opinion on
more, less, or as-is government control
of television. Again, Laurie the Brave
took a firm stand.
"I checked less," she said, "because
every time I do turn on TV I see President Johnson.''
In the discussion period the main questions centered on how ratings were determined , or to be trusted, when practically no one there, at least, had ever
been called; and why Family Affair, a
good program for children, was shown
at 9:30 after they had gone to bed.
Mr. Smith couldn't quite explain that,
but said the show was so popular anyway, it would be better to leave it where
it is. Too many popular shows disappeared after switches in scheduling.
Television Valuation Month is over,
but the programs-and commercialsthunder on.
What did it do, this nationwide movement sponsored by the Teievision-Radio
Ministry Fund of The Methodist
Church?
At the Burnside Methodist Church
\Voman's Society meeting, it did these
things: brought viewers and television
station officials into unaccustomed confrontation and gave each side a chance
to see what the other was like-and discover how much they had in common.
It showed the station men that chnrch
people do want to know what to do
about television's quality and impact. It
showed viewers that their apathy or
active response ultimately sets the TV
pace.
And whither now? The Guide urged:
"Don't stop w1iting when October
ends. Broadcasters will continue to need
your help as long as programs are being
produced."
Said Mr. Leonard: "It's up to you."
A few may just possibly have risen
from the coffee cups and cake plates and
gone home agreeing with Laurie's parting word:
"I find the telephone more interesting."
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PRONOUNCEMENTS
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Or, what on earth shall we do
now that our words mean so
little? As seen from the perspective of the Detroit Church and
Society Conference.

l
I·
I

BY
CHARLES E.
BREWSTER

To STRATEGIES
JANUAHY 1968

The United States Conference on
Church and Society, held in Detroit in
the latter part of October, was planned
as a follow-up of the World Conference
on Church and Society which met in
Geneva, Switzerland, in July of 1966.
The first thing made clear at the Detroit conference was that there would be
no pronouncements on anything, including the war in Vietnam. The second thing
made clear as the conference started
was that the whole thing might be a flop.
Conference leader Harvey Cox, Assistant
Professor of Church and Society at Harvard Divinity School, said "TI1e only
thing we may learn here is that we
should never have another one of these
again."
One reason that there would be no
pronouncements at the conference is that
the National Council of Churches had
said everything it can say against the
war and with as much effect-or lack
of effect-as such pronouncements have.
The whole business of making pronouncements has come under increasing
attack recently (see box on p. 36).
The most likely reason, however, is
that the conference was called to plot
"strategies" on a host of issues-twentynine in fact-including Vietnam, the
Middle East, China, world hunger,
power, and the role of manpower and
economic development. To solve all these
problems there were only 800 participants. Even so, not everyone got his
first choice in subject matter. Some participants who wanted "Power" or "Violence" had to settle for "The Impact of
Technology on the Human Psyche."
The idea was to find strategies to be
used by the NCC that would '11elp direct economic and social development for
full opportunity in a technological age."
TI1e conference planners hoped that
these strategies would come out of "encounters among people from the widest
possible variety of socio-economic backgrounds." In the Middle East group,
for instance, there were two Arab students at American colleges, a Jewish
rabbi, the Secretary of a Presbyterian
mission board, an Old Testament scholar,
a Methodist Bishop, former missionaries
in the Middle East, a Hollander who
had taken part in the anti-Nazi Resistance, an ardently pro-Israeli president of
a midwestern college, and a Jordanian
Christian whose parents are in lsraelioccupiecl territory. There was certainly
an encounter here from many socioeconomic backgrounds and points of
view, but Harvey Cox and other conference leaders should not have been surprised that the lvliddle East report was
"disappointing." The area for consensus
was too narrow to produce effective
strategy.
35

Not all the topics were as timely as
the i\lidclle East, Vietnam, and the Hole
of Violence. A third of the groups \\'ere
given over to aspects of the "Development of Political and Social Institutions
to Cope with Rapid Technical Changes."
They wrestled with such topics as "The
Politics of Hesearch." "Privacy, Pressure
and the Political Process," "Life and
Death Issues" (ifs unclear how that one
differed from Vietnam, violence, etc.).
and "Education fo1' Leisure and Job Flexibility." They were thus working with
issues most people don't know exist.
These were areas expected to he crises
in the next five years or so.
Among the less publicized strategies
which received support in Detroit are:
the investment of church monies in
ghettos and mass-based organizations of
the powerless, the deployment of resources away from such things as building church buildings, the increased use
of inner city churches as a base for "action groups," and the support of Freedom
Schools (black and white).
The Vietnam group (the legitimate
one, that is. An ad-hoc group of about
200 tried without success to "take over"
the conference and make the war and
the crisis in the cities the over-riding
themes) plotted a vast national strike
by "the people of faith" if the war escalates into a nuclear war, an invasion of
North Vietnam, an attack on China, or
the bombing of the Red River dikes. The
strike would he accompanied by a day
of fasting and, on the following Sunday,
penitential services. These proposals at
least have the merit of being thought
out in advance instead of after the fact,
but they also sound very desperate.
The report that received the most publicity was that of "the Role of Violence
in Social Change." The lengthy report
analyzed the manner in which society
perpetrates "systemic violence" on mi-

Paul Ramsey
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"WHO SPEAKS FOR THE CHURCH"
The latest critie of the "Church and Society Syndrome," Professor Paul Ramsey of Princeton University, has charged that it is not "more experts" that the
Church needs, hut "less specificity."
In Who Speaks for the Church? (Abingdon Press, 1967), Ramsey, a Methodist, says that the problem with having lay experts on various issues is that
eventually a curia must choose which experts will attend. A conference is
thus set in one direction before it begins. In contrast, the periti at Vatican
II were "experts in CT1ristia11 111ulersta11ding, and not just experts." Ramsey
claims that it "is deliheration upon the social and ethical implications of the
Christian faith that is most lacking today, not particular recommendations."
Furthennore, the more specific the recommendations become, the more the
church alienates other "sons of the church" who disagree.
To those who believe the only alternative to specific resolutions is mindless
platitudes, Ramsey argues that many cover-the-waterfront resolutions have, in
fact, said only "Let there be Peace" or "Feed the Hungry." Unlike such longstanding NCC critics as J. Howard Pew, Ramsey does not urge saying nothing.
Instead, he offers a fo1mula that emphasizes the "direction" of Christian goals,
not the means of achieving them.
In a reply in Christianity and Crisis, John Bennett, President of Union Seminary, says that Ramsey's title is misleading because it is rare that anyone
speak5 for the church under any circumstances. "'hat we should be concerned
about, declares Bennett, is the encouragement of "many corporate voices in
the church" speaking to church members, nations and governments. This must
be done to counteract the message conveyed by the church's silence, namely,
that the church consents to the status quo. That this talk frequently concentrates on specific issues is not a sign that the Church has steered away
from its basic teachings, but that it takes these teachings seriously.

nority groups, especially the Negro, and
acknowledged that the Church is often
partner to this systemic violence. The
report then went on to urge that violence "aimed at systemic violence" he
"defended, supported and interpreted in
such a manner as will aid, hasten its
end, and serve to establish a greater
measure of justice." Some interpreted
this to be saying that the church should
buy the bullets and arm the snipers in
the steeple. Hardly. A minority opinion
(whose strongest advocate was white)
urged that violence be supported by
"financing" and the "marshalling of manpower," but the main point of the report
was that the Church is implicated in one
kind of violence or another, and has not
mastered non-violence.
The most sublime-or the most ridiculous-strategy for these times was offered
at Detroit by the "Free Delegation.'' The
Free Men (who were known two weeks
earlier as "Hippies") were two official
hippies from San Francisco's Glide Foundation and a student from Union Seminary who had worked a year at Glide.
They were invited to Detroit by the
NCC's Department of Youth Ministry
and the National Young Adult Project
(NYAP). There were also several "establishment" or week-end hippies who were
"doing their thing" under a more normal
cloak of respectability. Mostly bored and
confused, the Free Men added a certain
tone not found at most ecclesiastical con-

ferences . Some of the conferees were
"turned on" by the dancing of one Free
Man at an Agape meal, and by a free
Feed-In in a nearby park. The Free J\fon
urged in a declaration: "Christ was a Free
Man. Is Christ at the Statler Hilton? If
not, where is he? Is the function of the
Christian Church to acquire money or to
save Souls? Free Jesus."
On the whole, it is clear that for a
conference of this type to succeed it must
have participants with agreed on goals,
high technical competence, and power
to implement their own strategies. These
the Detroit conference had only in part.
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Juneau Metliodists Spo1isor Youth Program
By Marjorie V andervelde

,,

I
I

1fothodists in Juneau, Alaska, are
sponsoring a youth hostel at Dryden
Hall. This building, formerly a parsonage, is now duly registered in an American youth hostel directory. A notice on
the building gives the telephone numbers of two persons who may be called.
From five o'clock in the afternoon until
morning, Dryden Hall may be used to
house young people who arc passing
through Juneau-and who chance to be
low on funds. A Methodist layman is in
attendance. Young people pay a minimal
fee. This new and challenging service
was begun in 1967. It is in line with the
Methodist Church's history of serving
people on the move, since Gold Rush
days.
The Methodist congregation has long
been active in the field of sponsoring
youth projects. A Methodist Camp is
located in Tongass Forest, between two
glaciers. This scenic spot is used for retreats, family camp-outs, and Methodist
Youth Fellowship camp-outs.
And, since 1962, when the Alaska State
Ferry system started operating along
the Inside Passage, Methodist Youth Fellowship groups from Ketchikan and other
areas have been attending camp sessions.
Groups from other denominations sometimes "borrow" the camp and its facilities.
Another service project is a foster

Juneau Methodist Churcl1, serving since
1904, and tl1e fonner parsonage whicl1 is
now a youth hostel and Sunday sclwol classrooms. Church is located across tlw street
from the state capitol.
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home to relieve certain situations caused
by the influx of young people into the
city, and by needy persons already
in Juneau. Mrs. Louise Argetsinger
("Mother of the Year") was instrumental
in spearheading this Christian service to
youth.
A lay leader at the Juneau Methodist
Church is a young Forest Service naturalist. One of his recent jobs was to "shoot"
a movie sequence about bears in the
Tongass National Forest. Mr. Metcalf's
philosophy is that the learning of right
values is the key to Christian development in young people. This philosophy
is echoed by the Methodist Men's Club,
which is making a study of youth concerns and problems.
Back in 1880 a gold strike by Joe
Juneau founded the town that bears his
name. In 1898 the Pioneer Methodist
Church, with a charter membership of
18, was organized by the Reverend C. J.
Larsen.
During those early days the reports
sent to the Methodist Board of Missions
made interesting reading, such as:
"Methodism ought to be firmly planted
in Juneau . . . . vVe consider Juneau a
town of permanent character. . . . The
capital of Alaska is to be at Juneau (and
it did move to that city from Sitka in
1906). The vast mining and commercial
interests insure permanence as a city ....

"The Presbyterians offer their property
with buildings for $7,500 ... a bargain.
... Owing to scarcity of building sites,
lots in Juneau, of any kind, cannot be
purchased for less than two thousand to
two thousand five hundred dollars each."
On July 19, 1904, the cornerstone of
the Methodist Church was laid at the
comer of Fourth and Seward Streets.
Recently I stood on the steps of the
Alaska capitol, and snapped a photo of
that Methodist Church, just across the
street. The site is now surrounded by
impressive government buildings-the
capitol, state office building, and the governor's mansion.
A building fund is being raised now
for a new church. In 1955 a new parsonage was bought, thus leaving the
former parsonage, which adjoins the
church, to be used as a parish hall and
education annex. The name of the Hall,
Dryden, honors a much-loved Sunday
school teacher.
Juneau has a population of 6,797. Situated on the Gastineau Channel, 1,033
miles northwest of Seattle, it is called
a transportation crossroad. In its colorful
history it has seen and served gold stampeders, fishermen, woodsmen, military
personnel, federal employees, including
many persons in the United States Forest
Service, and travelers on the picturesque
Inside Passage.

where
can we live?
By EJizabcth Watson

Ever since 1870, when Gum
Moon Hall . . .
... opened its "golden portals" to Oriental girls who were landing, homeless,
in San Francisco, Methodist women have
joined in organized efforts to provide
Homes for girls who need places to live
in the cities.
We have described briefly here only
three of these Homes, but they are somewhat typical of all. The Homes are sponsored and administered by the Methodist
Board of Missions, and receive partial
support from the \Voman's Societies ancl
\Vesleyan Service Guilds.
At this time there are twenty-three
such Homes or residences for girls who
study or are employed in the cities. There
are four in California; one each in Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Ma1yland, Michigan, Minnesota,
New York, South Carolina, and Utah.
There are two each in Iowa, Ohio, Pensylvania, and Virginia. Look back into
page 37 of your November, 1966, issue
of WORLD OUTLOOK for complete addresses of these residence Halls. They
will welcome your prayers, your support,
and your personal visits.

"IT COULDN'T BE BETTER"
IN BALTIMORE
"It couldn't be better," said J., an

Business school st11de11ts 1clw /foe at " ' ii.son Inn in Ric11111011d.
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attractive 18-year-old girl, in reply to
our question as to how she liked the
set-up at the Business Girls' Lodge of
Baltimore, Maryland.
This young Methodist lady had the
good fortune to belong to a family interested enough in her welfare to come
with her to the city when she was ready
to pick out a place to stay. She inquired
at the business school where she was
registering, about the possibility of a
good place to live. She was told about
the Lodge. She went to see it, liked it,
and moved in.
\Ve found this to be a common expelience-that the business schools recommend the Lodge to out-of-town girls.
It has a good reputation . Girls who
have stayed at the Lodge in former years
also recommend it to new girls.
The purpose of the Lodge is "to make
a Christian home for girls away from
home," and to make them "comfortable
in a community of like-minded people."
CmTently, there are 64 girls taking
advantage of the opportunities in this
comfortable Home at 607-609 Park Avenue in Baltimore.
As the double house number indicates, the Lodge consists of two old
Baltimore homes which have been
thrown together by means of a connecting corridor. The houses arc well stylccl
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with tall windows, marble mantels, fireplaces, and frescoed ceilings. There are
gilt-framed mirrors and pictures, and
f other period furnishings. However, the
Home has modern conveniences, and
is in general well-equipped to provide
comfortable quarters for the girls. There
I
are usually two or three girls to a room.
In applications to the Lodge MethI· odist girls are given a slight preference,
but other girls are welcomed, including
r Catholic girls.
"Does the curfew bother you?" we
1:
! asked. There is a midnight rule for week
I. nights, and a one o'clock deadline for
week ends. The girls said no, they
weren't opposed to these curfews.
How do the girls help themselves?
One girl told us that she has found a
job at the membership desk of a local
Y. W. C. A., in order to help pay her
expenses. Her family aids her by paying
for her books at business school, and
for her living expenses at the Lodge.
When we inquired if the Lodge is integrated, the girls pointed with pride
to a young, well-groomed Negro girl,
who represents her race well. There have
been girls at the Lodge from South
I America and the Orient, Bermuda, PortuI
gual, and England.
The Business Girls' Lodge is sponsored
by the National Division of the Methodist Board of Missions.
The Lodge is also sponsored by the
Baltimore Conference. It l1as an impressive array of boards.
Mrs. Jackson Ketcham of Baltimore,
who has been president of the Board of
I Managers and Directors for the past ten
II
years, told us: "The Board has never
failed to do everything necessary for the
Lodge."
The director of the Lodge, Mrs. Grace
Gunby, and her aides, handle the Lodge
as a business proposition (the girls pay
eighteen dollars a week), but also as a
l\fothodist project of which the Board
of Missions, the Baltimore Conference,
and Methodists everywhere may well be
proud.

I

I

r

Wilson Inn in Richmond
Wilson Inn is 98 per cent selfsupporting.
This seems a remarkable achievement
when we learn that the business girls
who reside there pay a flat rate of $16.50
a week for a room (or a portion of a
room) and two meals a day five days
a week. And breakfast, also, is available
on Saturdays and Sundays. The girls can
fix snacks for themselves at any time.
During the week there are usually 75
to 80 girls in the dining room.
"Our girls are not problem girls," one
JANUARY HJGS

of the staff members told us. "Most of
them are girls from good farm homes
or small towns." Not all arc Methodists.
How do the girls learn about 'Vilson
Inn and its attractions? Not through
a sign. Those in charge dare not label
this residence as an "Inn" because it
would then be mistaken for a public
accommodation . The girls told us that
they had heard about this good place
to live through other girls, through their
ministers, and through their business
schools.
Is the Inn integrated? Not at present,
but '11aving Negro girls here would be
fun," one of the girls said.
"How do you feel about the house
rules?" we asked some of the girls. Most
of them said, "They do not bother me."
But one girl protested that she didn't
like the "no long distance calls after
eleven at night" ruling.
Most of the girls arc attending business schools. \Vhat do they hope to do
when they have graduated? we asked.
Many would like to become office secretaries. One girl said: "I'd like to work
for a judge." Another girl wants to qualify for a civil service job. One girl, a
social work major in college, is interested
in social service, and has already had
a short-term field work job where she
worked with elderly ladies. She felt a
special concern for them. "They are so
eager to have somebody to talk with,"
she told us.
The girls at Wilson Inn are 16 to 21
years of age. The staff members befriend and counsel them, and at times
have to insist upon a certain kind of
discipline. The Inn is sponsored by the
Methodist Board of Missions, with help
from the 'Voman's Society and Wesleyan
Service Guild of the Virginia Conference. The local Board members arc all
Methodist women.
'Vilson Inn is really three houses under
one management. Assistant directors reside in every unit. There are attractive
living rooms and date rooms.
One big-hearted girl had a birthday
party for her room-mate, and invited
all the girls in the house to partake of
an eight-pound cake.
The girls are encouraged to active participation in local churches. During
Easter 'Veek last year the pastor of
Pace Memorial Methodist Church came
to Wilson Inn one evening to officiate
at an unusual communion service, where
the girls came to a special table eleven
at a time, as a reminder of The Last
Supper. The pastor of Park Avenue
Methodist Church conducted a series
of discussions on "Dating and Preparation for Marriage."
'Wilson Inn, named in honor of the
senior bishop of the former Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, was established in September, 1911. The mailing
address is 2037 Monument Avenue.
About the future, the director, Miss
Susie Peach Foster, says:
'"We envision a continuing usefulness
for 'Vilson Inn as it seeks to minister to
the needs of young girls while they arc
making the adjustment from home to
school, or to work, in a large city."

Teenagers at
McKelvey Hall
There are sixteen teenagers who consider themselves fortunate to be living
at McKelvey Hall, 72 South Washington
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Life at McKclvey is pleasant and easygoing. The girls pay a flat rate for a
room (two girls in a room) and two
square meals every week-day. 'Vhen
we visited McKelvey on a September
day we ate supper with the girls, and
had sliced baked ham, scalloped potatoes, peas and carrots, bread and butter, iced tea, tomatoes, and ice cream.
Most of the girls arc taking business
courses. McKelvey Hall is cooperating
with an unusual project in the Columbus
Area Technician School. This is a concentrated course for young people who
would find it difficult to finance four
years of regular college. The courses
of special interest to the McKelvey girls
are in the fields of nursing, food service,
and data processing.
McKclvey Hall was erected in 1910 as
a residence for deaconesses serving various projects of the former 'Voman's
Home Missionary Society, in and near
Columbus. Later, employed women in
the city were accommodated.
The Methodist Board of Missions sponsors this institution, and supplements the
Hall's income by appropriations, and the
Ohio Conference aids in appropriation
support, supplemental support, and supply giving. A local Board of Managers
meets quarterly at the Hall.
At Christmas time, 1966, the girls at
McKelvey "adopted" a family from the
community service program of the Broad
Street Methodist Church in Columbus.
The girls furnished a Christmas dinner
and some extras for a mother and her
three little boys. After their own Christmas party, the girls and their dates delivered toys to their adopted family.
As to future plans, Miss Hazel Cooper,
director, states:
"With increased industrialization of
the Columbus area comes increased demand for living facilities. In response
to various requests we are planning to
make a survey of service possibilities."
3D
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We say that they were wise, and we are rightThe Magi traveling through the desert night
In faith, without demanding stubbornly
The explanation of a mystery.
Too wise for harboring any littleness
Or paralyzing clutch of prejudice,
They crossed the bounds of nation and of race,
Their hearts aflame with joy and humble grace.
And Oh, that greater wisdom, to be wise
Enough of heart and soul to recognize
The presence of Divinity, and give
A plenitude of worship and of love!
Our Father, may we he as wise as they,
We who must walk a peril-shadowed way.
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THE FOUNTAINHEADS OF HOPE
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This is the loveliness of New Year's Eve,
The fountainheads of hope that stir within
Our hearts, fairer than candleflame, that give
A bright assurance that we can begin
Again; that, in His shoreless mercy, God
Will show us faith-wide avenues ahead.

By Grace V. Watkins

If sorrow and adversity have been
Our }lortion, let us voice a Jlrayer that we
Become more patient, gentler in design
Of heart and soul. And if immensity
Of high success has come, Oh, let us pray
For tempering humbleness along the way.
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Happy New Year could have a deeper
meaning for millions this year if all the
celebrations, commemorations, programs,
and projects for the International Year
for Human Rights bear fruit.
Back in December 1963 the General
Assembly of the United Nations designated 1968 as International Year for
Human Rights as a fitting way to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights .
Based on the Assembly's recommended
theme-"Greater recognition and full enjoyment of the fundamental freedoms
of the individual and of human rights
everywhere"-member states and specialized agencies of the UN, the UN itself,
governmental and nongovernmental organizations have planned a world-full of
activities in line with General Assembly
guidelines. It could produce a virtual
human rights explosion.
The guidelines suggested such activities as international and regional seminars, national conferences, lectures and
discussions on the Universal Declaration
(and other declarations and instruments
of the United Nations concerned with
human rights), proclamations, awards,
special publications and broadcasts, reviews of rights legislation, issuing of
commemorative stamps.
Under Resolution 2081 the General Assembly urged member states to consider
these main goals in planning their programs:
0
elimination of discrimination (with
special attention to the abolition of racial
discrimination and in particular the
policy of apartheid);
0
ratification of international conventions;
0
regional studies;
0
review of national legislation, machinery for implementation on the national level, and national program of
education on human rights.
The fundamental need to change
thought, as well as pass laws, was emphasized in one recommendation.
Among special acts and commemorations of the Year by the UN itself will
be special messages by the SecretaryGeneral, the president of the General
Assembly, issuing of a special human
rights stamp, publications, and audiovisual materials, convening of the International Conference on Human Rights
in Teheran, April 22-May 21, wide distribution of the Universal Declaration, a
special meeting of the General Assembly and a concert at UN headquarters
on December 10 in commemoration of
the twentieth anniversary of the Declaration, and publication of special pamphlets and booklets including "Questions
and Answers on Human Rights," "Teaching Human Rights," "UNESCO Report
JANUARY 19G8
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on the Effects of Apartheid," and "The
United Nations and Apartheid."
A few years ago the General Assembly, looking ahead to this special year,
decided to push forward the conclusion
of four draft covenants and conventions
so that they could be open for ratification
and accession, if possible, before 1968.
Two of these-the International Covenants on Human Rights-were adopted
by the Assembly on December 16, 1966.
Action on the draft Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Religious
Intolerance has been postponed until
next season. The Declaration on the
Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women was adopted by the Assembly
on November 7, 1967, and the Convention on the Right to Territorial Asylum
has been adopted by the Third Committee. prelude to GA action.

The specialized agencies have also
mapped extensive activities for the International Year for Human Rights. For
example:
The fifteenth session of the General
Conference of UNESCO will evaluate a
report on the implementation by member states of the Convention and the
Recommendation Against Discrimination
in Education. It will include a discussion
of the role of information media in
spreading knowledge of human rights.
Texts relating to human rights in the
different religions, ideologies, traditional
lores and cultures (to see what each
regards as universal, whether there exists
a universal conception of human rights,
and of the very idea of such rights) will
be examined early this year at a meeting
of qualified specialists. Findings will be
published next December.
International Labor Organization publications will deal specifically with human
rights and particularly with such subjects as forced labor and discrimination
in employment. ILO will also continue
to publish its annual reports on apartheid.
The Food and Agriculture Organization will continue its work to ensure adequate amounts of food to every individual
as part of its regular programs. The
Second World Food Congress in 1968
will put special emphasis on this fundamental freedom.
The UN High Commissioner for Refugees will make a special effort to promote
further accessions to various human
rights conventions of importance to
refugees.
Some of UNICEF's regular publications will devote special issues to human
rights.
Among governmental organizations,
the Council of Europe, the League of
Arab States, the Organization of African
Unity, and the Organization of American
States have all pledged support for and
made plans to commemorate the Year.
A sampling of reports on projects
planned by UN member states shows:
Austria has set up a coordination committee of 22 ministries, agencies, and
NGOs under the chairmanship of the
Federal Chancellor to carry out activities.
Cameroon will issue two postage
stamps on January 1.
Denmark is making preparations for
signature and ratification as soon as possible of the Convention on Human
Rights.
Italy: Several courses and lectures on
human rights for teachers are to be given
in Turin and Milan. Lectures will be
given in Naples, Genoa, Florence and
Turin by professors and judges of the
Constitutional Court to illustrate the purposes of IYHR.
Jamaica: Law officers are engaged in
41
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studying those multilateral instruments
in the field of human rights to which
Jamaica is not yet a party, with a view
to earliest possible ratification or accession. Extensive plans are being made for
disseminating the Universal Declaration
through schools and colleges. . . . The
government will award an international
prize, the Marcus Garvey Prize for
Human Rights, for outstanding contribution in the field of race relations.
Kuwait: Programs will emphasize
Kuwait's unreserved support for strict adherence to the principles embodied in
the Declaration, and review major Arab
and international questions against the
background of the Declaration. Kuwait
State Television will present 28 special
programs on human rights in 1968.
Malta: Under the auspices of the
Royal University of 1falta a series of
lectures and seminars will be arranged
during 1968.
United Kingdom: The Committee for
Human Rights Year, a nongovernmental
body, has established four main objectives for its program: ( 1) education and
publicity regarding the Universal Declaration; ( 2) eliminating all forms of racial
discrimination in Britain; ( 3) eliminating
all forms of discrimination against women in Britain; ( 4) assistance to people of
Britain's dependent territories to realize
their human rights.
The committee is encouraging establishment of local human rights committees and suggesting that they conduct
local surveys of the human rights situation, using the Universal Declaration as
a yardstick. It suggests holding exhibitions, essay contests, conferences, and
recommends that every town display
permanently in a prominent public place
a copy of the Declaration, and appoint an
officer to act as local Human Rights
Ombudsman.
Youth organizations are being encouraged to take up human rights as their
main theme of activities for 1968. The
British Youth Council will hold a conference on human rights early this year.
The National Union of Students plans to
include a session on human rights in its
Council in 1968.
United States: In January 1967 a special committee to promote the observance of Human Rights Year was appointed by the U.S. National Commission
for UNESCO, a United States government commission specifically mandated
for the promotion of international human
rights. Its members include experienced
leaders from all parts of the United
States who can direct the attention of
government agencies, church, c1v1c,
labor, and other organizations, schools,
universities, and mass media on programs to run through 1968.
JANUARY 1968

THE WHITE HOUSE
HUMAN RIGHTS WEEK AND HUMAN RIGHTS YEAR
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
The year 1968 will mark the twentieth anniversary of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the United
Nations--an historic document of freedom that expresses
man's deepest beliefs about the rights that every human
being is born with, and that no government is entitled
to deny.
The United Nations has designated 1968 as
International Human Rights Year. It has invited its
members to intensify their domestic efforts to realize
the aims of the Declaration.
Every American should remember, with pride and
gratitude, that much of the leadership in the drafting
and adoption of the Declaration came from a great
American, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. She was our first
representative on the UN Commission on Human Rights.
Today, October 11, would have been her 83rd birthday.
With the inspiration of her humanitarian concern still
before us, I call the attention of our people to the
Declaration she helped to author.
To Americans, the rights embodied in the Declaration
are familiar, but to many other people, in other lands,
they are rights never enjoyed and only recently even
aspired to.
The adoption of the Declaration by the United Nations
established a common standard of achievement for all
peoples and all nations. These principles were incorporated
into Human Rights Conventions, to be ratified by the
individual nations.
American ratification of these Conventions is long
overdue. The principles they embody are part of our own
national heritage. The rights and freedoms they proclaim
are those which America has defended--and fights to
defend--around the world.
It is my continuing hope that the United States
Senate will ratify these conventions. This would present
the world with another testament to our Nation's abiding
belief in the inherent dignity and worth of the individual
person. It would speak again of the highest ideals of America.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LYNDONB. JOHNSON, President of the
United States of America, in honor of the ratification
of the American Bill of Rights, December 15, 1791, and in
honor of the adoption by the General Assembly of the United
Nations of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
December 10, 1948, do hereby proclaim the week of December
10 through 17, 1967, to be Human Rights Week and the year
1968 to be Human Rights Year. In so doing, I call upon
all Americans and upon all Government agencies--federal,
state and local--to use this occasion to deepen our
commitment to the defense of human rights and to strengthen
our efforts for their full and effective realization both
among our own people and among all the peoples of the
United Nations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this
eleventh day of October, in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred sixty-seven, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred and ninety-second.
LYNDON B. JOHNSON
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EXCERPTS OF BONHOEFFER
LOVE LETTERS DISCLOSED

RNS Photo

Excerpt from eight previously unpublished letters by German theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer were included l'n an article written by Mrs. Maria von \i\ledemeyer-Weller,
fiancee of the Lutheran pastor when he was
killed by the Nazis in 1945.
The article appeared in the student-edited
U11io11 Seminary Quarterly Review at New
York's Union Theological Seminary. Bonhoeffer, who may now be the most discussed
theologian at Protes tant seminaries in America, was executed after a two-year imprisonment for his opposition to the regime of
Hitler.
A collection of letters written during
Bonhoeffer's imprisonment appeared in English in 1953 under the title, Letters and
Papers f ram Prison. It had been known that
other letters were in the possession of his
fiancee but the contents of them was not
known prior to the article appearing in the
Union quarterly.
l\frs. von \Vedemeyer-'Weller explains in
the article that she first met the theologian
when she was twelve, and he conducted her
co nfirmation class. They met again after she
graduated from high school, and became
C' ngagcd before his arrest.
Jn a letter dated August l.J, 1943, he
wrote:
"You cannot imagine what it means in my
present situation to have you. 1 am certain
of God's special guidance here. The way in
which we found each other and the time, so
shortly before my imprisonment, are a clear
sign for this .... Everyday I am overcome
anew at how undeservedly I received this
happiness, and each day I am deeply moved
at what a hard school God has led you
through during the last year....
"Our marriage shall be a yes to God's
earth; it shall strengthen our courage to act
and accomplish something on the earth. I
44

fear that Christians who stand with onlv one
leg on earth also stand with only one ieg in
heaven."
While 13onhoeffer was held in the Tegel
Prison in Berlin, his fiancee lived with his
parents and was able to visit him. Letters
were smuggled in both directions by a
friendly guard.
He was later taken to a high security
prison and then to Buchenwald. His fiancee,
the article stated, did not know where he
was after October, 1944. The last letter she
received from him (December 19,1944),
said:
"You, the parents, all of you, the friends
and students of mine at the front. all are
constantly present to me. Your prayers and
good thoughts, words from the Bible, discussions long past, pieces of music, and books
-[all these] gain life and reality as never
before ...
"Therefore, you must not think that I
am unhappy. What is happiness and unhappiness? It depends so little on the circumstances; it depends really on what happens
inside a person. I am grateful every day
that I have you, and that makes me happy."
Mrs. von Wedemeyer-Weller indicated
that she did not release the full text of all
thirty-eight letters because much of the contents were very personal. She has two sons
and a step-daughter, and has made her home
in the United States since 1948.
(HNS)
DR. CLAUD D. NELSON DIES

RNS Photo

Dr. Claud D. Nelson, who pioneered in
the fields of interreligious, interracial, and
world and industrial relations, died October
25 at the age of 78. A Methodist minister,
Dr. Nelson was a f01mer executive director
of the National Council of Churches' Religious Liberty Department. He served the
YMCA for more than 30 years, spending 20
of them in six European countries. He was
fluent in Italian, Geiman and French.
At the time of his death, Dr. Nelson was
consultant to the National Conference of

Christians and Jews. He reported on all four
sessions of the Second Vatican Council for
Religious News Service and wrote from the
viewpoint of Protestants interested in Christian unity. Among his many w1itings were
"The Vatican Council and All Christians,"
published in 1962, and "Religion and Society: The Ecumenical Impact," in 1966.
Tributes to Dr. Nelson, which have come
from Protestant, Catholic, Orthodox and
Jewish leaders, have underscored his distinguished and varied services in behalf of
religion and his fellow man.
In New York, Archbishop Iakovos, head
of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of North
and South America, was among those citing
Dr. Nelson's contributions to religious journalism, particularly his coverage of the Vatican Council.
Dr. Nelson, said the Orthodox Primate.
"was a distinguished religious news writer
whose keen understanding and interpretations of theological events and ecclesiastical
polity were highly regarded. His coverage of
Vatican II was especially enlightening and
perceptive, and remains as an authoritative
critique of what is perhaps the most important religious conclave of our times."
From Rome also came praise for Dr.
Nelson's coverage of Vatican II.
Bishop John J. Wright of Pittsburgh observed that "there was no more gentle, understanding and Clnistian soul among those
covering Vatican II" than Dr. Nelson.
"He knew and loved Italy from years of
living here," the bishop said. "He was able
to hring perspectives of patience and comprehension to the coverage of aspects of the
Council which were unintelligible to many
other writers, clerical or lay. He never souglit
the sensational or devices, preferring to
make of the journalist's profession a ministrv
·
of reconciliation."
Dr. Nelson's work in other fields was
hailed in additional tributes in New York.
Dr. Paul B. Anderson, an expert on Eastern
Orthodox Churches, who like Dr. Nelson.
served overseas with the YMCA, observed
that "it is not widely known that Claud
Nelson's ecumenical interest began when he
and Mrs. Nelson went to Russia in 1916 to
work in the office of the YMCA's war prisoners' aid in Petrograd."
"The beauty of Russian church scrvicrs
and the excellence of Orthodox chmch
thought interested them deeply," Dr. Anderson recalled. "Subsequently when for several years Dr. Nelson was representative in
Home for the international committee of the
YMCA, he neglected no opportunity of contact with Orthodox parishes there."
Comparing Dr. Nelson with the late Dr.
John R. l'.fott, also an ecumenical pioneer,
Dr. Anderson added, "Like his guest mentor
in the YMCA, Dr. Mott, also a Methodist, he
rose to a comprehensiveness in ecclesiastical
and spiritual matters which represent practical ecumenism at its best."
Dr. Julius Mark, senior rabbi of New
York's Congregation Emanu-EI, said that Dr.
Nelson's death "removed from our midst a
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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An intensely human
biography of a
remarkable woman

Susanna--Mothe r
Of the Wesleys
By Rebecca Lamar Harmon. For the first
time Susanna Wesley is shown not merel)'
as the mother of John and Charles Wesley
but as a woman of strength and will with
a claim to fame in her own right. "The
book will be a worthy addition to the
literature on the Wesleys."-A/bea Godbold, Executive Secretary and Editor,
Methodist History. 176 pages.
$4.50

The meaning of the
cross-resurrection event

The Crucible of
Redemption
By Carlyle Marney. For Carlyle Marney,
the crucifixion is the key to real meaning
at Easter. Without our acceptance of
death, there can be no resurrection . "It
has to be really finished, . . . before God
who is God can appear." These eight
Holy Week messages take Easter out of its
traditional bounds and help restore its
vitality as an essential affirmation of a
valid Christian faith. 64 pages.
$2.25

A feminine look at a
Christian style of life

The New Eve
By Kathleen Neill Nyberg. Perceptively
and candidly, Mrs. Nyberg reveals the
need of all women in the Christian church
to view their problems in the light of
their religious faith . She encourages women to think, to speak out as individuals,
and to stop sitting on the sidelines of
life. With wit and wisdom, she takes up
many of the critical points of conflict in
the legendary " battle of the sexes" and
the unusual conflict that women still have
with their own basic natures. 176 pages.
$3.75

At your Cokesbury Bookstore

ABINGDON PBESS
The Book Publishing Department of The
Methodist Publishing House
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man who was completely dc<licatc<l to the
service of Goel and to the well-being of all
humankind. All who knew him will ever be
grateful for this man who possessed such
outstanding qualities of mind, heart an<l
spirit."
(RNS)

BOMBINGS RACK MISSISSIPPI

If you leave no will,

your whole Iifetime
of Christian
stewardship can be
wiped out overnight
All your life you've been faithful in
your use of this world's goods. While
your children were still in their cribs
you began saving for their education.
Through modest investments you've
provided them a debt-free home and
extra income for a "rainy day".
You've made it a rule to give back to
God through His church a substantial portion of the good things He
has given you.
But suppose you leave no will? Or
suppose you leave only a "do-it-yourself" will, scribbled off and wcked
all'ay in the desk? What happens at
your life's end? Depending on local
laws, the state may provide only
meagerly for your loved ones.
There'll be little chance of your
church receiving the help you'd like
to provide it after your death.
The World Division of the Board
of Missions recommends you . consider making it the beneficiary of a
bequest, with the stipulation that
annuity agreements be issued to your
loved ones upon your death. In this
way, you will provide them an assured income with substantial tax
savings and free them of the burdens
of estate management. Upon their
deaths, your earthly treasure will
serve the church perpetually, spreading the Gospel to the ends of the
earth.
The coupon will bring you by
return mail complete information.
Do it today while there is yet time.

It's a miracle that we are all alive."
That was the comment of a Negro Methodist minister who, with his wife and four
children, narrowly escaped injury and possible death, when their home in Laurel, Mississippi, was rocked by a bomb blast shortly
after midnight Tuesday, November 14.
The Rev. Allen L. Johnson, pastor of St.
Paul's Methodist Church, the home church
of lvletropolitan Opera star Leontyne Price.
said he will continue his work in voter registration, education, citizenship training and
other work to improve the lot of impoverished Negroes in Laurel.
Local police, state police and the FBI
were investigating the bombing, which was
the second incident of violence affecting the
parsonage in recent months. Earlier this
year, a shot was fired into the house, which
was occupied then by the Rev. Henry Clay
and his family. Like Mr. Johnson, Mr. Clay
had been active in civil rights and antipoverty programs.
Authorities speculated that the bombing
may have been a "demonstration" by the
Ku Klm Klan.
There have been other destructive incidents involving !Vlethodist property in
Mississippi. In late October the Vincent
Methodist Church, serving a Negro congregation in Grenada, burned, and the pastor
said there was unmistakable evidence of
arson. In 1964, five Negro Methodist churches and one white Methodist church were

burned or bombed by racists.
Five days after the bombing of the Johnson parsonage, the home of R. Il. Kochtitzky
in Jackson , l\·liss., was bombed. Mr. Kochtitzky, a Methodist and a graduate of a
divinity school, is the founder of Laymen's
Overseas Service, Inc. (LAOS), a non-denominational Christian lay movement. Like
Mr. Johnson, Kochtitzky called it a miracle
that he and his family, who were upstairs
when the bombing occurred on the front
porch, escaped injury. The Kochtitzky's had
moved into an exclusive neighborhood and
had frequently invited Negro visitors to their
home.
The Jackson area has been hardest hit by
the bombings. Rabbi Perry E. Nussbaum
and his wife narrowly escaped injury in an
explosion that reduced their white bungalow
to rubble just three days after the bombing
of the Kochtitzky home. The Rabbi's Temple
Beth Israel, just two miles from his home,
was heavily damaged by an explosion in
September. Rabbi Nussbaum said he believed the bombing of his home had been
a direct attempt on his life.
Governor Paul Johnson has urged Mississippians to cooperate with law enforcement officials in apprehending "these depraved bombers."

TWO DREW PROFESSORS QUIT
Two professors of Drew University's
School of Theology in Madison, New Jersey,
have resigned in protest to the failure on the
part of the University administration and
trustees to correct what one of them called
a situation bringing "disgrace ... upon the
name of Methodism."
Resigning effective January 31, 1968,
were Dr. Franz Hilderbrandt, holder of the
Philadelphia Chair of Christian Theology,
and Dr. Karlfried Froelich, associate profes-
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sor 1
Carport a11d kitchen of tlre Trome of Rev. Allen L. ]ol111so11, Laurel, Miss., were damaged in
tlre bombing of tlreir Trame in mid-November. Tlre explosion also demolished the car,
buckled part of tlw roof, lwrled a piano across the living room, and shattered windows and
ligl1t fixtures tl1ro11gl1011t the house. The Jolmsons were asleep at the time of the blast.
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~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------------------------------------------that he had "return ed this faJI with the
greatest misgiving after the outrageous action against the Theological School .. . , the
damage done to Drew at home and abroad,
the disgrace brought upon the name of
Methodism among our fellow Christians."
Dr. Hilderbrandt, originally from Germany, said that he "had looked in vain for
a reversal of this course, for any sign of good
will toward the faculty and understanding
of the needs of theological education.
"All I see is arrogance of power; and this,
as a minister of the Gospel, I am committed
to fight. As I cannot do any good by staying
on, I resign in protest to your (President
Oxnam's) administration and the policy of
the trustees."
RNS
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Paul-Emile Cardinal Leger, in confiiming
his resignation as Archbishop of Montreal,
left for Africa in mid-December to perform
missionary work among lepers.
He told a press conference that there were
20,000 lepers in t11e world "and I wish to
dedicate the few years allotted me to giving
spiritual and material assistance to them."
Cardinal Leger told newsmen that missionary work among the lepers has been
uppe1most in his mind for many years, and
noted that he had toured 10 African nations
in December 1963-January 1964.
A staunch supporter and initiator of ecumenism, Cardinal Leger often participated
in inteITeligious services and programs. Recently, he was honored by Canada's B'nai
B'rith as Montreal's "Man of the Year."

Publish Your Book.
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sor of church history.
Their protes t is in relation to t11e dismissal
last January of Dean Charles \Vesley Ranson, and the continuation since that time of
Prof. Frederick Shippey as acting dean .
At the time of Dr. Hanson's dismissal by
President Robert Fisher Oxnam, the faculty
protested the appointment of Prof. Shippey
to the administrative post.
In a letter of resignation to Dr. Oxnam,
son of the late Methodist Bishop G. Bromley
Oxnam , Dr. Froelich said, "I am ashamed
of a situation in which an 'acting dean' can
be kept in office who from the beginning did
not have support of the faculty. I am
ashamed that he is still allowed to paralyze
effectively the administrative functioning of
the school at aJI levels through his incompetence in handling the demands of the
office."
Students at the seminary boycotted classes
for 10 clays last spring foJlowing Dr. Ranson's dismissal for "administrative and financial" reasons.
A faculty-student statement at that time
voiced "grave concern that the decision may
pose a serious threat to the future of theological education by seriously impairing t11is
seminary's ability to serve the needs of the
church and its ministry."
In his letter of resignation, also addressed
to President Oxnam, Dr. Hilderbrandt noted
JANUAHY l!JGS

OUTLER SAYS APPOINTIVE
SYSTEM IS A FAILURE
The Rev. Dr. Albert Outler declared
in an address in Dallas recently tlmt disaffection and mutin y are swelling to epidemic
proportions in the ranks of the Methodist
clergy, and he put the major blame on the
"fourfold failure of the appointive system."
"There is a crisis in vocational identity
and professional commitment that has already shattered the esprit de corps of our
once proud 'itinerant system,' " he said.
Dr. Outler, a professor at Perkins School
of Theology, spoke at the biennial national
l'l'!ethodist Conference on Christian Education. He told t11e 1.300 Christian educators
that the appointive system currently degrades professional men to the status of employees, operates a double standard in administration of absolute power, makes appointments on grounds other than those of
vVesley's conception of spirihml gifts, and
has generally caused an atrophy of initiative
and responsibility at the local, district and
regional levels in the church.
Methodist Bishop James K. Mathews,
Boston, was on the program as the reactor to
Dr. Outler's speech. He said it may be that
the appointive power of Methodist bishops
needs to be revised, but he added that its
values ought first to be examined carefully.
Bishop Mathews said he does not believe
low morale of ministers today is "due in anv
pronounced way to the oppressiveness of
bishops." Rather, he said, "morale is low
among ministers, including bishops, because
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our image has become blurred. Now a new
image is emerging of pastor-tl'acher, pastorcounsellor, pastor-leacler-who leacls as a
servant of man ancl God."
Dr. Outler saicl he thinks that "nothing
short of basic constitutional chang<' will
suffice for the refmm and renewal of The
United l\lethodist Church that most of us
profess to clesire."
He saicl it seemed to him that the price of
reform in contemporary Methodism "will
inclucle at least four major items":
1. Decisive abrogation of the "absolute
appointive power of the Methoclist episcopacy," by a fmmal ancl substantial recognition of the rights of the preachers, on the
one hancl, and of the congregations, on the
other.
2. Raclical decentralization of all the (general) boarcls an cl agencies, the vigorous reversal of the current trends toward programs
from above, ancl encouragement of "impulses ancl programs that arise at the local
levels."
3. Renewal of the principle of "governance by conference"-local, clistrict, annual,
ancl regional.
4. A resolute decision to risk the changes
in polity, ancl outwarcl appearance, that are
"certain to come with any really serious
achievement in Christian unity over ancl
beyond simple mergers between Christians
within the same pan-denominational family."
He aclded that The Unitecl :tvlethodist
Church "represents a low wate1mark in
union without refmm; it is the last time we
will have that sort of 'cheap ecumenism'
again. By contrast, The Consultation on
Church Union (COCU) means real change
and we ought to face real change."

Books to help you
help others ...
If you nre n social worker, teacher,
hospital aide, counselor, or minister,
you will find specific, practical, and authoritath·e ad,·ice in the books below.
They also make thoughtful, appropriate gifts for Christians so involnd,
1.
PATIENTS ARE PEOPLE:

A medical-social approach to
prolonged illness.
lllinna Fiel1l. New, revised Third Edition
of a widely acclaimed, warmly understanding medical-social guide to coping
with prolonged illness, and its meaning
for patient and family. Recommended
for laymen and professionals.
$7.50

2.
THE RIGHTS OF INFANTS
lllargarel A. Ribble, 111.D. This second
edition of a classic work by a doctor
with decades of pediatric and psychiatric experience; gives reliable advice on
guiding babies to mental and physical
health through the difficult first two
years of life. Recommended for everybody responsible for infant care, particularly parents-both parents.
$4.95

3.
TOUGH TIMES AND TENDER MOMENTS
IN CHILD CARE WORK
E<a Burmei•ter. A picture of daily life
in children's institutions which shows
how the child care worker can be of special help to disturbed and unhappy children, even in such routine matters as
bedtime, baths, meals, and getting ready
for school.
$6.00
4.
THE PROFESSIONAL HOUSEPARENT
EfJa Burmei1ter. Shows how the houseparent can help make the institution n
cheerful place, where children are given
help, have fun, and grow up to have
faith and trust in those about them.
Recommended not only for houseparents, but for foster parents. caseworkers, group-workers, and teachers.
$5.50
5.
SEX EDUCATION AND THE NEW MORALITY
Child Study Anociation of America. Eminent authorities give their frank opinions on how professional people and
parents can provide young people with
a healthy, ethical outlook toward sex
amid the changing social attitudes and
frequently confused sex education prevalent today.
Paperback $1.95

PHILIPPINES SEMINARY
NAMES NEW PRESIDENT
A Methodist Crusade Scholar has succeedecl a Methodist Crusade Scholar as
president of a major ecumenical institution

in the Philippines.
The Rev. Dr. Jacob S. Quiambao was inaugura·tecl October 25 as the ninth presiclent
of Union Theological Seminary in Manila.
He succeeds Bishop Benjamin I. Guansing,
who was electecl to the Methodist episcopacy
last February and now heads the Manila
Area. Dr. Quiambao has been on the seminary faculty for several years.
Union Theological Seminary trains ministers and other workers in church-related
vocations of several Protestant denominations in the Philippines, including The Methoclist Church and the United Church of
Christ (to which the Evangelical United
Brethren Church is related). It has an enrollment of about 75.
Dr. Quiambao is the author of The Asian
Family in a Changing Society and has
spoken wiclely on that subject in Asia. He is
secretary of the Worlcl Methodist Family
Life Committee.

"CONCERN" SUSPENDED
Suspending publication of Concern was
askecl in a resolution aclopted November 16
by the Methodist Church's Coordinating
Council.
February 1, 1968, was set as the deaclline
for suspension of the magazine published by
the church's General Boarcl of Christian
Social Concerns, Washington, D.C.
Publication of Concern was challenged
in the 1960 General Conference as being in
violation of Par. 753.3 of the Methodist Discipline, which provides for the publication
of a free local-church program journal for
pastors and local church leaders in lieu of
most general agency promotional periodicals.
The question of Concem's publication has
been uncler review by the Coorclinating
Council for several years.
The 1964 General Conference recommended that "Concern magazine be discontinued when the Publications Committee,

Dr. Jacob Quiambao delivering tlze inaugural address following liis installation as the 9th
President of the Union Theological Seminary, Manila.
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after consultation with the publishers and
editors of the general church periodicals,
determines that satisfactory arrangment has
been effected for the coverage of the essential message of the Board of Christian
Social Concerns now carried in Concern
magazine."
The board has contended that Concern is
not a promotional organ as once interpreted
but is a magazine of "secular mission" and
has insisted that page space allotted in general periodicals is "too limited to give full
spectrum to the social voice of the church."
Leaders of general publications of the
church-Together, The Methodist Story,
and Christian Advocate-maintain that they
cannot allot additional space for items of social concern and that "the essential message
of the Board of Christian Social Concerns" is
being printed in these publications.
Feeling that no arrangement can be made
which will be "satisfactory" to both sides
and that further discussion on the matter can
bring no change of position on the part of
those involved, the Coordinating Council
voted to request the Board of Christian Social Concerns to suspend publication of Concern as of February 1.

UNITED SYNAGOGUE HEARS
MOSLEM-JEWISH DIALOGUE
A noted l\foslem scholar, making an unprecedented appearance before four lnmdred Jews at the United Synagogue of
America convention at Kiamesha Lake, New
York, a~pealed for understanding and sympathy for "all those who suffer."
Dr. Muhammad Abdul Rauf, director of
the Islamic Center of New York, said during
a Moslem-Jewish dialogue that Jews should
not regard Moslems as "responsible" for the
"bitter experiences of suffering" which Jewish people had endured over the cenhiries.
Political references to the Middle East
crisis were specifically ruled out of his exchange of religious views with Rabbi Henry
Siegman, executive vice-president of the
Synagogue Council of America.
Dr. Rauf inb·oduced his prepared description of Islamic belief with a plea:
"You are a great nation of great tradition
and great faith, yet were unfortunately subject to bitter experiences of suffe1ing for
which we Moslems were not responsible.
"Therefore, I appeal to you to extend your
sympathy to all those who suffer."
Dr. Rauf, who is "on loan" to the Center
from Al Azlmr University in Cairo, said he
has been "overwhelmed" by his reception by
Jewish religious leaders here.
In a scholarly appraisal of similarites in
the development of Judaism and Christianity, Rabbi Siegman commented that "the
bitterness that has marked the modern encounter between Arab and Jew" must not be
allowed "to obscure the fact that Judaism
and Islam enjoy an affinity ... that is truly
remarkable."
There is, Rabbi Siegman declared, "a far
sounder basis" for Jewish-Moslem dialogue
and understanding "than there existed between Judaism and Christianity."
"Islam never suffered from what we might
describe as the churches' hangup," he said.
"The fact that the founder of Christianity
JANUARY 1968

was a Jew, preached to Jews, and was rejected by Jews, is what defines the peculiarly perverse relationship of the daughter
religion to its parent."
By contrast, Rabbi Siegman maintained,
the rejection of Islam by Judaism did not
result in "serious rcligio-psychic disorders"
because its founder, Mohammed, was an
Arab and ultimately addressed his message
to fellow Arabs.
(RNS)

UNITED PRESBYTERIANS WILL
RAISE MISSIONARY SALARIES
An increase in salary for the almost 1,000
missionaries of the United Presbyterian
Church was announced in November bv
the Commission on Ecumenical Mission and
Relations.
The announcement came as the commission approved a $14,533,187 budget for
1968. Slightly more than $7 million was
designated for maintenance of missionary
personnel around the world.
Dr. Donald Black, an associate general
secretary of the commission, said salary
increases would be carded out over a fiveyear period and would be based on the
average salary of the Church's ministers
in the United States.
The plan becomes effective Januarv 1.
Dr. Black said that it "calls for a higher
cash salary with fewer allowances, and it
provides for rebrular increments every five
years until the age of fifty.
The increased expenditures on salaries,
Dr. Black said, means that appointment
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WORLD OUTLOOK
n<J«t ~le
In response to a multitude of requests, a specially designed binder
has been produced to protect your
copies of WORLD OUTLOOK.
• It holds twelve copies-a whole
year's issue.
• Copies are easily inserted.
• It preserves your magazines, yet
keeps them ready for quick reference.
• Made of durable vinyl on boards,
in an attractive green, with
"WORLD OUTLOOK" stamped
on cover and spine.
This binder is offered to WORLD
OUTLOOK subscribers at our cost

au

$250 each, ppd.
Use tlic artaclw1l coupon ro orller yours
/\'OWi

WORLD OUTLOOK, Room 1320
475 Riverside Drive
New York, N. Y. 10027
Enclosed is $2.50 (check or money order)
for my WORLD OUTLOOK Dindcr. Please
send it to:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address

Choir·~

Robes•

ADDED INSPIRATION
THIS EASTER
Modern styles and lii;htwelsht
fabrics 1n colors and shades
to augment any choir's appearan('e.
Send for your
F1m1.; catnloi;, TODAT: C-140

(Choir !lobes and Accessories): J-14!:1 (Junior Robes).

COLLEGIATE CAP & GOWN CO.
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. OKLAHDMltlTY, OKLA. CHICAGO, ILL.
1DDO N.MlRKET ST. 101 N. WIS11m AH. 169 W. Wackor Or.
LONG ISLANO CITY, N. Y.
YAIC NUYS, CAL

41-25 36111 St

15525 Cabri1a Rd.

ADDED INCOME
Sell Roll-,Vrites for Desks, Telephone nnd
Kitchen Notes. They sell ior $1.00 nnd you
rnnke 40¢ on each Roll-,Vrite

Week Of Prayer For Christian Unity
Jan. 18th-25th, 1968
This poster for tl1e 1968 Week of Prayer for
Christian Unity is being distrib11ted by the
National Co1111cil of Cl111rcl1cs Faith and
Order Department and the Catholic Graymoor Friars of Garrison, N.Y. It fcat11res a
quotation-"1Ve can pass thro11gh the door
of ecumenism only on our knees"-taken
from the writings of Father Yves Congar,
O.P., noted French Dominican theologian.
The NCC and the Graymoor Friars also arc
distrib11ti11g a prayer leaflet for the Christian
unity observance, Jan. 18-25.

1Vrite for information
George 'Vinston Roll-\Vrite Co. Dept. W
P. O. Box 701, Lynchburg, Vn. 24505

WANTED

I

I

JEWELRY

We Buy Old Gold ant.I Jewelry. CASH PAID
IMMEDIATELY. Mall us gold teeth, watches,

rings, diamonds, sllverwnrc, eye glasses, gold
coins, old gold, silver, platinum, mercury, Satisfaction ouarantced or your articles returned.
Wo arc licensed gold buyers. W1 ite for FREE
Information.

ROSE INDUSTRIES
29-CL East Madison St., Chicago 2, Ill.
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PRAYER CALENDAR

1968
This latest edition of the Prayer
Calendar has been prepared as an
invaluable aid for individuals, commissions, circles, societies and
guilds in personal and group devotions and in expressions of concern
for the mission of the church.
It is a daily guide for intercessory prayer on behalf of specific
missions and missionaries in home
and overseas fields. Commissioned
workers,

n1i~sionarics,

and deacon·

csses are listed on their birthdays. Mission work is listed geog-rnphically and alphabetically.
Names and addresses of missionaries, deaconesses, members of the
Board of Managers, overseas bishops, and Staff of the Board of Missions are included. Informative
paragraphs about the Christian
Mission today can become resources
for "mission minutes," for inclusion in local church bulletins, newsletters, and brochures on missions,
and for presentation of mission
budget items. The Prayer Calendar
presents the personal and the specific in our program of Methodist
Missions.
Prepared by the Joint Commission of Education and Cultivation
of the Board of Missions.
Order from
SERVICE CENTER, BOARD OF
MISSIONS
THE METHODIST CHURCH
7820 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45237
$1.00 each
3 for $2.50

NEW LIGHT ON ISAIAH 53
19th Revised ed ition
Widely occloimed by scholars. Meanings ob·
scured for centuries are mode clear in this exposition of lhe monumental chapter.

60 cents a copy. Three copies for $1 .50.
Rev , Or. F. A. Aston
73 Hampton Road, Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

of ne\\· m1ss10naries will be decreased by
Olll' half.
lnstca<l of the total of 70 new appointments gcnernllv made annually the number
in 1968 will be 3.5, he stated, adding that
the appointments will represent "the highest
priorities in the commission's concept of
its task in today's world."
In the new bu<lget, $3.8 million was
allocated for denominational and interchurch programs in missions, and $3.2 million was assigned to administration, interpretation and services to the mission field.
(RNS)

70 BIBLE TRANSLATIONS
ARE NOW "COOPERATIVE"
Bible translations in seventy different
languages are going forward with "some
measure of cooperation" between Roman
Catholics and predominantly Protestant
Bible societies.
Dr. Eugene A. Nida, executive secretary
for translations for the American Bible
Socictv, gave details of some of the unprecedented cooperative efforts during a
meeting of the ABS Advisory Council:
-Catholic leaders dealing with eight languages in the Philippines have asked to
cooperate with the 13ible Society in translations there.
-A new Arabic Bible now being planned
will involve cooperation of the Orthodox
Churches as well as Catholics and Protestants.
-Catholics in all twenty language areas
of the Congo have proposed cooperative
translation efforts.
-Protestant-Catholic cooperation is under way in translations into four languages
in 1\-Iicroncsia, three languages of India,
and in Japanese and Taiwanese.
In Europe, Dr. Nida said work toward
a common Bible is already under way in
Holland, France and Italv.
A new "common langu~ge" version of the
New Testament in Spanish has found wide
acceptance among Latin American Catholics.
In working on new translations, the
progressives of both traditions "are generally in agreement," said Dr. Nida, "but
the conservatives are miles apart. The traditionalists in both camps can't sec how thev
can get together on any other level."
·
(RNS)

DOMINICAN CHURCH
REPORTS GROWTH

METHODIST JET FLIGHT TO EUROPE
$2G5 round trip

New York tu Amsterdam July 1. HIGS
Retm·nint: August l, J9GS
Option a l tours of Europe. Holy
Lnnd. Scandinnvin
AlllLINE TRANSPORTATION CHAIRMAN
209 GllEEVES ST., l<ANE, PA. I G735
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The Dominican Evangelical Church has
grown 60 per cent in membership between
1961 and 1967, and has more than doubled its ministerial complement in the last
decade. The number of members increased
from 2,968 in 1961 lo 4,773 in 1967, a gain
of 1,805. Between 1957 and 1967, the
number of ministers increasecl from 18 to
36, of whom 16 are theological seminary
gracluatcs.
The Dominican Republic is one of several
countries where Methodists nnd Evangelical
United Brethren are working together in
mission. The United Presbvterian Church
in the U.S.A. and the l\fora\;ian Church are
the two other North American denomina-

lions which work with the Dominican Evangelical Church.

UNITY WEEK IN JANUARY
"To the Praise of His Glorv" is the theme
of the 1968 annual Week . of Prayer for
Christian Unity, which comes January 18.-25.
This special week is sponsored in the
United States bv the National Council of
Churches' Faith · and Order Department. It
is recommended by the Roman Catholic
Bishops' Committee for Ecumenical and
Interreligious Affairs.
This call to prayer for eight days in
January begins a year-long program of worship, action, ancl service. Civic and church
groups are askccl to join in a twelve-month
plan of "encounter ancl understnnding."
Protestants, Anglicans, Eastern Orthodox
and Catholic groups will be involved.
Study groups will be fo1med to stucly
crime, delinquency, segregation, family clisintegration, affluence and poverty, and other
problems.

Ii

WOMEN'S RIGHTS
DECLARED BY U.N.
The General Assembly Jrns unanimous!~·
approved a declaration which seeks an end
to discrimination against women throughout
the world.
The declaration, which was four years
in preparation by the Assembly's Social
Committee, calls on governments, organizations, and individuals to work for equal
rights for women in education, politics, cultural life, and employment. The right to
acquire and administer property was a conh·oversial provision that was finally included.
The declaration also stated that women
should have the same rights as men to
change, retain, or acquire nationality.

OH, THOSE HIPPIES
Now that all the major national
magazines and the TV networks have
analyzed ad 11ause111n the Hippie
movement and today's rebellious
youth, the final and definitive analysis
has been offered by the general supervisor of the International Church of
the Foursquare Gospel.
According to Dr. Howard P. Courtney, who is also chai1man of the Pentecostal Fellowship of North America,
it is the outlawing of prayers and
Bible reading and the leaching of
evolution in the public schools that
have caused the restlessness in today's youth. "Our school systems have
ruled out the Bible and are teaching
the hypothesis of evolution as scientific fact," he said at the fellowship's
20th annual convention in Dallas.
"Jf we teach the children they come
from animals," he said with inexorable
logic, "they act like them. This is why
we find this restlessness among young
people."
·
Hippies, he continued, grew from
the frustration of young people who
do . n~! know a "living, personal
Chnst.
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Looking far mission
study resources?
Check the WSCS bookshelf in your church library!

If you're looking for copies of the approved study text
or other mission study resources, check the special
WSCS bookshelf in your library ... it should contain
just the items you need.
On this bookshelf you'll find at least one copy of each
approved study text. Geographical studies are arranged
alphabetically by continent or country. All books about
one continent are arranged alphabetically by country,
then alphabetically by author or title. Special study
books are classified and arranged on the shelf by classification number. When subject classification studies are
completed, these books are arranged by classification
number on the regular shelf.

8

.

.

Because of its emphasis on education and its excellent
literature and program resources, the Woman's Society
of Christian Service' is one of the most important groups
in the local church to assist in setting up and maintaining
a church library. Where there is no library, the WSCS
bookshelf alone may well be the nucleus for forming
one. Members of the Wesleyan Service Guild may be
called upon to assist in setting up a library, cataloging
its books, and even staffing it, if a regular librarian is not
available.
If you're a member of the WSCS or WSG, depend on
your church library for important mission study resources. If your church has no library ... see what you
can do to help organize one. Send to Cokesbury for a
FREE copy of the booklet, Your Church Library: A
Manual of Instruction-it gives you an overall view
of church library organization.

'.~··

TllREE VITAL PARTS OF
EVERY ~IETHODIST SERVICE
THE METHODIST HYMNAL

THE BOOK OF WORSHIP

The new 1966 hymnal retains the best
of the 1935 edition while incorporating needed changes, new features and
a contemporary influence. Available in
your choice of liturgical purple or
liturgical red cloth bindings. Pew edition hymnals are printed in clear,
easy-to-read type on high-quality
paper stock. Stamped front and spine.
Purple edition is stamped in pink and
gold. The red edition is stamped in
gold. Order now for earliest possible
delivery.
AP-230. Purple
each, $3.00
AP-231. Red
each, $3.00

A companion volume to The Methodist Hymnal. Authorized by the 1964
General Conference of The Methodist
Church, it is designed in both color
and format to match the hymnal. Contains rituals, offices, and aids to worship, and services in the historic tradition of Methodism. Cloth bindings.
AP-227. Purple
each, $2.25
AP-228. Red
each, $2.25

~Send m.:1/1

onkrs fo Rt',lon.:11 Scnicc Centers

1910MainStrcet
Dollos, TCla.5 75221
fifth and Groce Streets
Richmond, Vo. 23216
1600 Queen Anne Rood

1661 North NonhwtSt Hwy.
Pork Ridge, Ill. 60068
201 Eighth Annuc, South
No1hyillt, Tenn. 37?02
BSMcAllidcrSttcet

Tconrd, N. J. 07666

Son Frond1co, Colif. 9.1102

Please send me - - - copy(s) of The
Methodist Hymnal @ $3.00 each.
-Purple (AP-230); -Red (AP-231 ).
-copy(s) of The Boo!~ of Worship
@ $2.25 each. -Purple (AP -227);
- Red (AP-228).
-copy(s) of RSV Pew Biles @ 1-4
copies, $2.65; 5 or more, $1.95 each.
-Purple (C0-4P); -Red (C0-4R).

COKESBURY PEW BIBLES
(RSV)
Cokesbury's new pew Bibles were
created to encourage congregational
participation in the worship services.
Bound in liturgical purple or liturgical
red, they are designed in size, color,
and format to complement The Methodist Hymnal and The Book of fforship.
C0-4R. Red cloth-red page edges.
C0-4P. Purple cloth-purple page
edges. 1-4 copies
. each, $2.65
5 or more copies
.. each, $1.95

D

O
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Payment enclosed
Charge to my account
Open a new account

Postage extra. Add state soles tax where
applicable.

SEND T O - - - = - -- . . , . - - - - - - - ( Plco.sc print or type)

Street or R F D - - - - - - - - - - -

Cit:r
State

------~ip

Code - - - -

